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THE INFORMATIONAL GENE AND THE SUBSTANTIAL BODY: 
ON THE GENERALIZATION OF EVOLUTIONARY THEORY BY 

ABSTRACTION 

1. Introduction 

This essay is about the nature of Darwinian evolutionary theory and strategies 
for generalizing it. In this section I sketch the main argument. 

In this essay I describe some of the limitations of classical Darwinism and 
criticize two strategies to get around them that have been popular in the 
philosophical literature. Both strategies involve abstraction from the entities that 
Darwin talked about: organisms in populations. One strategy draws on the 
notion of a fixed biological hierarchy running from the level of biological 
molecules (like DNA and proteins) through cells, organisms, and groups on up 
to species or ecological communities. As a consequence, evolution is thought to 
operate at any level of the hierarchy whenever certain properties hold of the 
“units” at that level. The other strategy rejects this hierarchy, in part because it 
seems strange to imagine the evolutionary process “wandering” from level to 
level as it alters the properties of organisms and populations, creating and 
destroying the conditions for its operation. The second strategy constructs a 
different, two-level hierarchy of “interactors” and “replicators” by abstracting 
functional roles of organisms and their genes. The second strategy simplifies 
analysis of the sorts of properties deemed essential by the first, but also 
describes the key process of natural selection as operating at a single ontological 
level (when it does operate). Along with these virtuous ontological simplifica-
tions, however, the second strategy raises metaphysical problems for both 
strategies, suggesting that neither is on the right track. 

I trace these further problems to two features the strategies share. To do this, 
I offer a twist to Cartwright and Mendell’s (1984) view of abstraction in science 
which relativizes the degree of abstractness of an object to an Aristotelian 
theory of explanatory kinds. I focus on science as a process rather than on the 
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structure of scientific objects and suggest that, for purposes of theory generali-
zation, abstraction is relative to an empirical, rather than a metaphysical, 
background theory. Scientific background theories do roughly the same work in 
my view that Aristotle’s conception of four types of explanatory causes does in 
Cartwright and Mendell’s: things are more abstract if they have causes specified 
in fewer explanatory categories. Because I seek to understand abstraction as a 
scientific process rather than as a formal structure, our projects differ on where 
to seek explanatory categories: in metaphysical theories such as Aristotle’s or in 
empirical background theories. The two abstraction strategies for generalizing 
evolutionary theory both depend on an empirical background theory of 
biological hierarchy for explanatory categories. 

In addition, both strategies rely on theories of hierarchy to ground their 
abstractions. The first strategy assumes “the biological hierarchy” as a structural 
framework within which to formulate evolutionary theory as a set of functions 
without any justification. As a result, it is difficult to apply the generalized 
theory to biological entities not easily located among its a priori compositional 
levels. The background theory of hierarchy ought to guide us through 
applications of the generalized evolutionary theory to problematic cases, but 
only the fact, not the theory of hierarchy is specified. This lends the mistaken 
impression that the levels of the hierarchy are unchangeable facts of conceptual 
framework rather than empirical products of evolution itself, even though many 
major phases of evolutionary history – origins of cells, eukaryotes, sex, embryo-
genesis, sociality – involve the creation of new levels of organization. 

The second strategy assumes a well-developed, but false background theory. 
I will call this theory “molecular Weismannism” to distinguish it from views 
held by August Weismann. A central aim of the paper, in distinguishing 
Weismann from Weismannism, is to isolate the role in the second strategy of the 
twentieth-century concept of molecular information from its nineteenth-century 
roots in material theories of heredity. Information has been made to do too much 
of the explanatory work in philosophical accounts of evolutionary theory and 
too many of the explanatory insights of the old materialism have been lost. The 
problem has become acute because evolutionary theory has become 
hierarchical. Information provided a useful interpretive frame for working out 
aspects of the genetic code in the 1960s (at the dawn of the “information age”), 
but that was when evolution was a single-level theory about the evolution of 
organisms. Now, evolution is about all possible levels of biological 
organization. Biologists and philosophers tell nice stories about how the levels 
fit together, but they are more rhetoric and sketch than flesh and blood theory. 

The problem is how to square the information analysis at the molecular level 
with the belief that evolution may occur at a variety of levels: the more seriously 
one takes information, the more likely one is to deny that evolution happens at 
any level other than that of the gene. If one takes information too seriously, it 
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can even come to replace the molecular concept of the gene altogether. The 
result is a theory that genes are evolutionary information. Hence if evolution 
occurs at other levels, there must be “genes” at those levels. As formal theory, 
this reflexive definition of the gene in terms of evolutionary theory works, but it 
deprives empirical science of the conceptual resources needed to look for 
material evidence of genes at other levels. Thus the problem of squaring 
information with a belief in hierarchical evolution is replaced by the problem of 
squaring a philosophical exposition of the formal structure of evolutionary 
theory with the fuller, richer resources needed for evolutionary science. 
Undoubtedly I place too much emphasis on information here, but it is a pressure 
point: something is rotten in Denmark and it is yet unclear whether the rot is a 
small piece or the whole cheese. 

Molecular Weismannism is a theory relating genes and organisms as causes 
and effects. It appears to be a species of pure functionalism whose theoretical 
entities are defined solely in terms of their evolutionary effects, as a result of the 
operation of the evolutionary process. It replaces Weismann’s nineteenth-
century analysis of the flow of matter (germ- and somato-plasm) with a flow of 
molecular information as basic to evolutionary theory. I say “appears” because 
contingent, material features of the traditional organizational hierarchy invoked 
by the first strategy are tacitly smuggled into the inferences made under the 
second strategy. Insofar as claims to ontological simplification due to the 
concept of “informational gene” rest on the purity of the functionalism, 
contamination by material and structural considerations casts doubt on these 
claims. In contrast to purists of the second strategy, I find this contamination 
useful and instructive. I see a return to a more materialist conception of the gene 
as part of an alternative strategy to formulate multi-level evolutionary theory. 

I argue further that molecular Weismannism misrepresents important 
features of the complex relationship between genes and organisms. One of the 
most interesting representations concerns its analysis of the “lower” level of the 
two-level hierarchy, the level of replicators or informational genes. The copying 
process by which DNA transmits genetic information is taken to be the model 
replication process, but consideration of the molecular biology reveals important 
disanalogies between gene “replication” and copying processes. 

The disanalogies raise doubts about the adequacy of an evolutionary theory 
that defines replication and replicators in terms of copying and indeed raise 
serious questions about the applicability of the concept of information to the 
evolutionary analysis of replication. A more crucial point is that the disanalogies 
are revealed by taking into account the very properties of biological matter (the 
details of how genes “code” information) that are supposed to be removed by 
abstraction in a successful generalization of evolutionary theory. If correct, this 
critique undermines the use of molecular Weismannism as a purely functionalist 
basis for “generalization-by-abstraction.” The criticism rests on the worry that 
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the genic mechanisms that are supposed to characterize the evolutionary 
functions of genes may be peculiar to the genic level, and therefore ill-suited to 
serve as the basis for a general theory, i.e., one that describes similar functions 
of mechanisms operating at other levels.1 I argue that the problem is not, as the 
functionalists argue, that particular material bodies only contingently realize or 
instantiate certain biological functions and therefore are irrelevant to the general 
analysis of selection processes, which must rely on necessary conditions for the 
functions themselves. Rather, the problem is to identify certain relations that 
hold among the material bodies which perform the functions. Since I will argue 
that in biology, material as well as functional conditions are relevant to the 
general analysis of selection processes, some abstraction or generalization 
strategy other than the pure functionalism examined below seems needed. 

My diagnosis of the trouble is that molecular Weismannism is a poor 
substitute for a full theory of development relating genes and characters, geno-
types and phenotypes, genomes and phenomes. In its particular idealizations and 
abstractions, molecular Weismannism has gotten key facts about the causal 
structure of development wrong. Molecular Weismannism has at its core two 
components that seem to make it well-suited to be a background theory: (1) a 
simple part-whole relation between genes and organisms, and (2) an inference 
from this compositional relationship to the causal structure relating genes and 
organisms within embryological development and also among generations. 
These ideas together entail some of the same facts as other, more adequate 
theories of development (e.g., Weismann’s own theory) but this is not a suf-
ficient reason for adopting molecular Weismannism. 

The weaknesses of molecular Weismannism make it ill suited to the work it 
is supposed to do in generalizing evolutionary theory. Moreover, its flaws are 
easily discovered by following the “flow” and rearrangement of matter during 
reproduction. Comparison of reproduction with the abstractly characterized 
“flow” of information in gene replication suggests that a more adequate basis 
for generalizing evolutionary theory will rest with reproduction and a richer 
theory of development, not with the informational gene and its replication. One 
implication of renewed attention to the material basis of evolutionary theory 
after the “informational turn” in biology is the recognition that the logic of 
development can shed considerable light on the general analysis of evolution. 
Proximate and ultimate biology – Mayr’s terms to distinguish the rest of biology 
from evolution – can be distinguished as conceptual categories, but the 

!!!!!!! 
1 I take it that reference to a mechanism implies reference to the matter out of which the mechanism 
is constructed. To take an ordinary example, to speak of a watchwork mechanism for telling time is 
to speak of specific (even if not specified), concrete materials arranged in such a way that under 
certain specifiable conditions, the mechanism is caused to operate in a specifiable way or to perform 
a specifiable function. Thus, mechanistic explanations are more concrete than either purely 
functional (no reference to matter) or purely structural (no reference to motion) explanations. 
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dynamics of theory elaboration routinely require crossing the boundaries 
between them. In particular, it is a theory of development, not evolution, that 
must reveal how descent relations are different from mere cause-effect relations 
and why material overlap – having parts in common – between ancestors and 
descendants arranged in lineages is universal in biology. 

2. The Generality of Darwin’s Theory of Evolution 

Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection is restricted in scope. One 
sense in which it is restricted is that it refers to organisms. 

The form that a generalized evolutionary theory should take is an outstanding 
conceptual problem in biology. Darwin’s theory of evolution is a theory of 
descent with modification. The two component processes of descent and 
modification operating together in populations can be invoked to explain facts 
of adaptation and diversity. Darwin’s achievement was to argue successfully 
that evolution had occurred in nature and that natural selection is an important, 
perhaps the most important, mechanism of modification operating within 
generations. Darwin’s theory is commonly characterized as an “umbrella 
theory,” unifying explanations of diverse biological phenomena. However, 
many biologists have questioned whether the theory is umbrella enough, in the 
mathematical form given it by population genetics, to cover phenomena from 
the lowest molecular to the highest taxonomic and ecological levels. 

The (apparently) restricted character of biological theories, as compared to 
the universal form of physical theories, suggests to some philosophers not only 
a difference but also an inadequacy of biological theories. Some apologists for 
evolutionary theory argue that because biology is a historical science, the 
restricted scope of its theories is to be expected and is appropriate. Nevertheless, 
one wonders whether evolutionary theory’s restrictedness is really grounded in 
its content, an artifact of biologists’ focus on restricted classes of concrete 
phenomena, or instead due to a genuine conceptual difficulty in formulating 
general biological theories. 

Darwin’s own formulation of his theory of evolution is clearly restricted in 
scope. It is evident that Darwin expressed his theory so as to apply to 
organisms, for which he frequently used the term ‘individual’: 

Owing to this struggle for life, any variation, however slight and from whatever 
cause proceeding, if it be in any degree profitable to an individual of any species, in 
its infinitely complex relations to other organic beings and to external nature, will 
tend to the preservation of that individual, and will generally be inherited by its 
offspring. The offspring, also, will thus have a better chance of surviving, for, of the 
many individuals of any species which are periodically born, but a small number can 
survive. I have called this principle, by which each slight variation, if useful, is 
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preserved, by the term of Natural Selection, in order to mark its relation to man’s 
power of selection (Darwin 1859, p. 61). 

Although quite central to biology, organisms constitute only one form of biolo-
gical organization and manifest only some of the diverse phenomena of interest 
to evolutionists. Moreover, evolutionists have not come to grips with all the 
sorts of organismal phenomena that biologists have already described. At least 
three forms of restriction are evident in the above passage: 

1. Darwin’s theory is a theory of evolution (primarily) by means of natural 
selection. It does not (adequately) cover evolution by other means, such as 
genetic drift or “biased” (so-called Lamarckian) inheritance. 

2. Darwin’s is a theory of the evolution of organisms (in populations).2 
However, it supplies no criterion for individuating organisms. Rather, 
Darwin presented exemplary cases of organismal evolutionary analysis in 
On the Origin of Species, leaving vague the intended, let alone the actual, 
scope of the theory. Despite the profound faith of some biologists, it is 
uncertain whether neo-Darwinian theory, as developed in the twentieth 
century to include population genetics and the conceptual apparatus of the 
evolutionary synthesis, fully applies to clonal organisms, plants, symbiotic 
protists, bacteria, and viruses. As Hull puts it, the bias of evolutionists is to 
treat the higher vertebrates as the paradigm organisms, despite their rarity 
and atypicality.3 

3. Darwin’s is a theory of selection operating at the organismal level. But 
biology concerns many levels of organization, from molecules to organelles, 
to cells, to organisms, to families, groups, populations, species, higher taxa 
and ecological communities. Many evolutionists suspect or believe that 
selection may occur at many levels of organization, but it is uncertain 
whether Darwin’s theory applies without modification to these other levels 
or exactly what modifications might be needed, or even how the levels 
should be individuated.4 In addition, many philosophers and some biologists 
expect that evolutionary theory in a broad sense applies to cultural and/or 
conceptual change. It is controversial what form a theory of cultural or 
conceptual evolution should take and whether it would turn out to be a 
generalization of Darwinism or of some other, “non-Darwinian,” theory 

!!!!!!! 
2 Lewontin (pers. comm.) argues that Darwin’s theory is inherently hierarchical because it explains 
the evolution of populations (ensembles) in terms of causes such as natural selection operating on 
the members. Nevertheless, this fact about evolution’s hierarchical character alone does not suffice 
to make the theory general. Rather, it merely divides the elements of the theory (account of causes, 
account of effects) into accounts at different descriptive levels. 
3 Hull (1988). See also Jackson et al. (1985) and Buss (1987). 
4 The fact that Darwin explored a “kin selection” explanation of the evolution of traits in sterile 
castes of social insects establishes neither that the scope of his theory includes all levels of 
organization nor that the theory adequately covers kin groups. 
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(Boyd and Richerson 1985; Hull 1988; Griesemer 1988; Griesemer and 
Wimsatt 1989). 

3. Lewontin’s Generalization-by-Abstraction 

One way to generalize neo-Darwinian theory is by abstraction, removing the 
reference to organisms to make the theory applicable to any level of 
organization. There are two prominent abstraction strategies in the units  
of selection literature. The first takes the biological hierarchy to define a set of 
entity types, names of which may be substituted for occurrences of ‘organism’ to 
produce a more general theory. 

There are several ways one might construe the project of generalizing evolutio-
nary theory. One strategy involves abstraction as a process of representing 
objects of scientific explanation.5 An important “Platonic” conception is that 
abstraction is a mental process by which properties are thought of as entities 
distinct from the concrete objects in which they are instantiated. On an 
alternative, Aristotelian conception, abstraction is the mental process of 
subtracting certain accidental properties from concrete objects so as to regard 
objects in a manner closer to their essential natures. Objects so considered still 
have properties of actual substances, but they are regarded in isolation from 
accidental features, such as the material in which a particular concrete triangle is 
inscribed. The generalization strategy in selection theory on which I shall focus 
below takes certain functions (replication, interaction) to be essential to the 
entities that participate in selection processes and the matter that implements 
these functions with concrete mechanisms to be accidental contingencies of the 
actual history of life on Earth. 

The view of abstraction relevant to science that serves as a framework for 
this essay is a modification of the Aristotelian notion due to Cartwright and 
Mendell (Cartwright and Mendell 1984). They point out that the Aristotelian 
concept does not lead to a strict ordering of things from concrete to abstract 
since there is no obvious way to count properties to determine which of two 
entities has more of them, and hence is more concrete. They modify this 
conception to consider kinds of explanatory properties, following an 
Aristotelian model of four kinds of cause – material, efficient, formal and final – 
mention of which they require to count an explanation complete. Their revision 
leads not to an analysis of the abstract, but to a partial-ordering criterion for 
degrees of relative abstractness: 

!!!!!!! 
5 Duhem (1954); Cartwright and Mendell (1984); Cartwright (1989); Darden and Cain (1988); 
Griesemer (1990). The last discusses the basis of abstraction as a process in the “material culture” of 
science rather than in a logic of the abstract. 
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The four causes of Aristotle constitute a natural division of the sorts of properties that 
figure in explanation, and they thus provide a way of measuring the amount of 
explanatory information given. We can combine this with the idea of nesting to 
formulate a general criterion of abstractness: a) an object with explanatory factors 
specified is more concrete than one without explanatory features; and b) if the kinds 
of explanatory factors specified for one object are a subset of the kinds specified for a 
second, the second is more concrete than the first (Cartwright and Mendell 1984,  
p. 147). 

In light of this view of degrees of explanatory abstraction, how might 
evolutionary theory be generalized? One way is to abstract from organisms by 
subtracting the reference to them in the statement of Darwin’s principles (or 
more accurately: by subtracting the reference to their form and matter). That 
way, the principles may be taken to range over any entities having “Darwinian” 
properties regardless of whether these are such as to lead us to call them 
organisms or even whether they are material objects at all.  Abstraction is a 
central device for removing the reference to organisms in the two most 
prominent programs for generalization discussed in the “units of selection” 
literature.6 

The first strategy stems from the work of Richard Lewontin, who characteri-
zed Darwinian evolutionary theory in terms of three principles which he claimed 
are severally necessary and jointly sufficient conditions for the occurrence of 
the process of evolution by natural selection.7 Lewontin suggested, in effect, 

!!!!!!! 
6 It should be noted that some prefer to distinguish two problems: the “units” of selection problem 
and the “levels” of selection problem (see Hull (1980) and Brandon (1982)). For recent reviews of 
the units and levels of selection problems, see Mitchell (1987), Hull (1988), Lloyd (1988), and 
Brandon (1990). Hull (1988, ch. 11) gives an especially thorough review of the two programs with 
the issue of strategies of theory generalization clearly in mind. Lloyd (1988) gives a detailed 
semantic analysis in terms of abstract entity types. 
7 “1. Different individuals in a population have different morphologies, physiologies, and behaviors 
(phenotypic variation). 2. Different phenotypes have different rates of survival and reproduction in 
different environments (differential fitness). 3. There is a correlation between parents and offspring 
in the contribution of each to future generations (fitness is heritable)” (Lewontin 1970, p. 1). Much 
of the units of selection literature concerns whether these principles are necessary and sufficient, as 
Lewontin claimed. Wimsatt (1980, 1981) argues that Lewontin’s principles give necessary and 
sufficient conditions for evolution by means of natural selection to occur, but only necessary 
conditions for entities to act as units of selection. Wimsatt claims an additional constraint on the 
conditions must be made in order to distinguish entities which are units of selection from entities 
merely composed of units of selection. Lloyd (1988) argues that Wimsatt’s criteria require still 
further refinement. Sober (1981, 1984) and Brandon (1982, 1990) argue that the Lewontinian, 
“additivity” or “units” of selection approach fails to address the central problem of describing 
evolution as a causal process, but differ as to the form a causal analysis should take. Others (e.g., 
Sterelny and Kitcher 1988) reject this causal interpretation, arguing that the units of selection 
problem rests on matters of convention for representing allelic fitnesses in their appropriate genetic 
contexts. Although these are important problems, they are not of direct concern here. Rather, the 
topic at hand is the abstraction strategy used in generalization regardless of which of these views is 
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that if the term ‘individual’ occurring in the statement of Darwin’s principles is 
replaced by a term denoting an entity at another level of organization, then the 
principles successfully describe an evolutionary process at that level. Hence, 
although Darwin stated his principles in terms of the organismal or “individual” 
level, they can be interpreted generally to mean “that any entities in nature that 
have variation, reproduction, and heritability may evolve.”8 

The form of this first strategy can be characterized as “levels abstraction.” A 
hierarchy of biological entities of definite organizational form (structure) and 
matter is assumed as a partial description of the potential scope of Darwinian 
theory. By subtracting the explicit reference to organisms, Lewontin achieved 
an abstract characterization of Darwinian evolution by natural selection. The 
cellular level, for example, is characterized in terms of structural and material 
properties of cells (a lipid bilayer membrane surrounding a metabolic cytoplasm 
and genetic material). The specific tactic employed is subtraction of properties 
accidental to a given level in the hierarchy by means of substitution of terms. By 
successfully substituting terms for entities at another level of organization, 
Lewontin showed that reference to entities at any particular level is not an 
essential part of the theory. At least, reference to structural or material 
properties that locate them with respect to level of organization is not necessary. 
Demes, for example, unlike cells, are not bounded by physical membranes but 
rather by geographic, ecological, or behavioral properties and relations and yet 
may undergo a process of interdeme selection. 

Despite substantial differences among the levels, the hierarchy of significant 
biological entities and their compositional relations is itself taken for granted.9 
The a priori hierarchy serves the same role in characterizing evolutionary 
explanation as Cartwright and Mendell’s a priori Aristotelian classification of 
kinds of explanatory factors. The hierarchy specifies a partial ordering criterion, 
not of the abstract, but of the compositional levels, which are “reached” from 
the organismal level by a process of abstraction. The hierarchy gives the 
relevant explanatory kinds and also shows how Darwin’s theory is restricted: it 
applies literally to only one kind – organisms. By abstracting from this 
particular kind (entities at a given organizational level) and substituting a term 
                                                                                                                                   
right. I concur with the view that Lewontin’s principles are at most necessary conditions for 
something’s being a unit of selection. 
8 Lewontin (1970), p. 1. It may seem odd that Lewontin offers a generalization of Darwinism using 
the very same term, ‘individual,’ that Darwin used, but it is clear from the context that Lewontin 
means something much broader than ‘organism.’ 
9 See Hull (1988), ch. 11, for a full critique of this tactic. It should be noted that Lloyd’s (1988, 
p. 70) analysis in terms of entity types does not take the traditional hierarchy for granted, but rather 
uses that hierarchy as an illustration of a system that satisfies her account. Other instances of part-
whole or member-class relations may also satisfy her definition of units of selection. As such, her 
analysis defines units of selection for a family of semantically specified theories, one of which is, 
presumably, Lewontin’s theory. 
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which ranges over all of the kinds (levels) in the hierarchy, evolutionary theory 
is generalized relative to the theory of the hierarchy. Since the hierarchy 
determines the range of the relevant explanatory kinds, an evolutionary theory 
which refers essentially to particular levels in the hierarchy is more concrete 
than one which does not. 

The reason an ordering criterion is desired concerns the strategy for 
generalizing evolutionary theory. The aim is to specify abstract entities that are 
supposed to play a given role in the evolutionary process. One produces a 
general theory by quantifying over the abstract, functional entities rather than 
over members of the original class of concrete instances at a given level of 
organization. General laws or principles will be formulated in terms of 
“individuals” rather than in terms of “organisms” since entities from any level 
of the biological hierarchy might play the role of an individual in a population, 
whereas the qualities of organisms will include some that are particular to 
organisms. Populations might serve as individuals in a meta-population, for 
example. Put differently, the idea is to identify those properties of organisms 
essential to their role in evolution and, taking those properties in abstraction, to 
define abstract entities (“individuals”) that satisfy that role. The ordering 
criterion is needed to insure that the quantified theory is sufficiently abstract to 
include entities at all relevant hierarchical levels within its scope. A theory 
referring to concrete entities such as organisms will not be adequately generali-
zed merely by quantifying over its elements because entities higher and lower in 
the hierarchy are not sufficiently like organisms to count as instances of the 
same evolutionary kind. Populations are not super-organisms and cell compo-
nents are not organs.  Only a theory that is more abstract than every member of 
the set of theories for single levels in the hierarchy can meet the criterion. 

Lewontin noted that one virtue of Darwin’s formulation of his principles is 
that no mention is made of any specific mechanism of inheritance or specific 
cause of differential fitness, even though both heredity and selection must be 
understood as causal. Darwin’s theory is about a complex causal process, not 
merely a description of effects or patterns. Moreover, fitness has been widely 
interpreted as a property which supervenes on the physical properties of 
organisms, so it would have been futile for Darwin to try to supply causes of 
differential fitness that operate in general (Sober 1984; Rosenberg 1985). The 
specific means of interaction between organisms and their selective 
environments is less important in establishing the nature of natural selection as a 
process than the fact that there is interaction of a certain sort.10 Although 
Darwin clearly intended his theory of natural selection to describe causal 
powers of nature, as suggested by the explicit analogy to man’s power in the 

!!!!!!! 
10 On the concept of selective environment, see Brandon (1990). 
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passage quoted above, the theory is phenomenological, avoiding mention of 
particular causal mechanisms wherever possible. 

What Lewontin did not discuss is that while an apparently general theory 
can be constructed by abstraction from Darwin’s principles, neither Darwin’s 
theory nor standard generalizations of neo-Darwinism supply criteria for 
identifying entities at the various levels of organization. Nor, for that matter, do 
such theories tell us how to determine when the principles hold at a level, even 
assuming they are necessary and sufficient. Rather, these theories specify only 
that entities function as units of selection whenever the principles hold and they 
therefore carry a tacit assumption that we know how to recognize when the 
relevant properties hold. 

One might think that intuitive criteria of individuation at the organismal 
level could be supplied via analogy to humans, given our deeply held beliefs 
about our own organismhood. No one has any trouble telling where one member 
of our species ends and another begins (although problems about abortion and 
when life begins and ends should give one pause about even this). But it was 
precisely because entities at many levels, including the “organismal,” are not 
very similar to the exemplary organisms about which we have strong beliefs that 
doubts about generality arose in the first place.11 None of the relevant three 
properties Lewontin mentions – variation, reproduction, and heritability – are 
intuitively grasped at levels other than the organismal just in virtue of an 
imagined analogy with organisms. Even at the organismal level these properties 
can raise problems, so an argument by analogy is on weak ground indeed. Until 
Harper introduced the distinction between ramets and genets into plant biology, 
for example, it was quite unclear what, if anything, distinguished plant growth 
from plant reproduction. Similar problems plague evolutionary analysis of 
asexual and clonal organisms.12 

Typically, intuition about organisms is supplemented by mathematical 
models in the extension of evolutionary theory to other levels. Unfortunately, 
not only does reliance on such models beg the question of whether the theory is 
adequately generalized by such models (since use of the models in theory 

!!!!!!! 
11 Controversy and confusion over four theses provide some evidence of this difficulty: (1) that 
biological species are individuals (Ghiselin 1974; Hull 1975, 1980, 1988); (2) that plant stems  
individuate plant organisms (Harper 1977); (3) that standard evolutionary models cannot explain the 
origin of organismality (Buss 1987); (4) that organisms are the product of symbiogenesis (Margulis 
and Sagan 1986). 
12 Ultimately, I think Harper’s distinction is flawed for the very same reason that the abstraction 
strategy described below is flawed: both rely on mechanisms that by their nature operate only at a 
single level in virtue of structural and material properties peculiar to entities at that level. Lewontin 
(pers. comm.) characterizes the flaw differently. He suggests that the Darwinian concept of a 
“variational theory” for ensembles of organisms may be at fault because it forces us to count 
individuals rather than to measure continuous quantities such as amount of matter or energy, as in 
certain styles of ecological research. 
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generalization requires the assumption that they adequately capture the 
organismal properties of interest), but the models frequently turn out to violate 
our intuitions about the organismal level, and in such a way that the violations 
go unnoticed.13 Since evolutionary theory does not itself supply the relevant 
individuation criteria, other theories must operate in the background to support 
claims, for each level, about the entities and properties which make it the case 
that evolution by natural selection occurs at that level. For Lewontin’s strategy, 
the relevant background should determine the levels of the biological hierarchy 
and individuate entities at those levels. Whether this background is specified by 
any precise biological theory is open to doubt.14 

It is critical to distinguish here between the formalized evolutionary theory 
developed by Lloyd (1988) and the quasi-formal treatment by Lewontin, 
because Lloyd aligns her view with that of Lewontin. Lloyd’s semantic analysis 
does indeed supply individuation criteria in virtue of its use of the concept of 
“entity types” (see note 14). This can be done because individuation criteria are 
supplied in the specification of model structure without requiring the ontological 
commitments of background theory needed to interpret the models for empirical 
use. Indeed, Lloyd’s empiricist stance is designed to show that it is possible to 
formalize evolutionary theory without making any specific ontological 
commitments such as Lewontin makes. 

Moreover, it is precisely because the treatment is formal that individuation 
criteria can be supplied without reference to any empirical background theory or 
knowledge. Lloyd’s formal approach only requires a relation of compositiona-
lity between entities at different levels for her formal individuation of entities to 
work. It is therefore important to distinguish between “the biological hierarchy” 
as employed by biologists, which requires ontological commitment to a struc-
ture with empirical content, and the abstract “conceptual” hierarchy defined by 
Lloyd’s formal theory. The differences between the clarity of presuppositions in 
!!!!!!! 
13 The discussion in Wade (1978) and Wimsatt (1980) of how migrant pool models of group 
selection turn out to provide an analog of blending rather than Mendelian inheritance at the 
organismal level is a revealing example of the systematic biases inherent in the heuristic use of 
mathematical models for generalizing evolutionary theory, a subject  Wimsatt has treated extensively. 
14 When evolutionists say that one has to “know the biology” or “know the organisms” to do the 
evolutionary theory, they refer to a tacit body of knowledge that includes a variety of reproductive 
and ontogenetic mechanisms, ecological factors relevant to the generation of selective pressures, 
facts about population size and distribution, and a wealth of other facts that all play a role in 
determining whether something should count as an “entity” at a level. In a vein similar to my point 
here, Elliott Sober (1988) argues persuasively for a role for background theory in the confirmation 
of phylogenetic hypotheses. But more than this, he argues that claims that appear ontologically 
neutral because they appeal to a purely methodological principle of parsimony turn out to hide 
important empirical background theories or knowledge. Nevertheless, Sober’s argument concerns 
only the epistemological status of parsimony claims and of methods of phylogenetic inference. My 
argument is concerned with the metaphysical standing of evolutionary theories resulting from a 
certain strategy of theory construction, not only with the epistemology of evolutionary inferences. 
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quasi-formal and formal analyses of theory structure recommends Lloyd’s 
formal approach. Unfortunately, formalism alone does not solve the problem of 
precisely how scientists’ ontological commitments are made or precisely which 
ones work well or badly in the project of generalizing empirical theories of 
evolution. 

Much ink has been spilled over the merits of Lewontin’s strategy, but it is 
not my main target. Its problem of properly abstracting functional evolutionary 
roles is shared by a second strategy that makes more explicit ontological 
commitments open to scrutiny. Insofar as strategic errors are made by 
practitioners of Lewontin’s strategy, I think its critics have rightly traced them 
to its degree of ambiguity on separable issues of units and levels of selection. In 
particular, claims about empirically adequate representation in mathematical 
models have sometimes been confounded with analysis of the structure of 
selection and evolution as causal processes.15 The ambiguity is resolved by 
making explicit the assumptions in the background theories, which specify 
certain aspects of the causal structure of the biological processes required for the 
operation of selection and evolution. It is no wonder that the units of selection 
controversy has been inconclusive: the controversy rests in part on biological 
assumptions, principles, and theories outside the scope of evolutionary theory 
proper. While Lewontin was right to consider Darwin’s phenomenological 
treatment of heritability and the causes of fitness differences a virtue, it does not 
follow that any Lewontinian generalization of Darwinism is thereby freed of 
dubious causal assumptions about inheritance, or about other key processes that 
are articulated in empirical background theories. The role of critical causal 
background theories is virtually unexamined in Lewontin’s program, as are the 
ways in which these background theories must articulate with neo-Darwinism in 
order to yield an empirically adequate hierarchical model of evolution.16 
!!!!!!! 
15 At least, proponents have not always been clear. Wimsatt (1980), for example, criticizes genic 
selection in ways that suggest that chunks of genome larger than single genes may be units of 
selection. Because of his favorable discussion of Lewontin’s (1974a) continuous chromosome 
model, some have interpreted Wimsatt’s argument as implying that there might be units of selection 
up to the limit of the entire genome. But if the genome is the largest unit, this interpretation goes, 
Wimsatt must have had Dawkins’s replicator hierarchy in mind rather than an interactor hierarchy, 
as others have supposed him to have been discussing. Brandon (1982, 1990) and Hull (1980, 1981) 
have argued, for example, that Wimsatt’s analysis confounds discussion of replicators and 
interactors. In his defense, Wimsatt (1981) gives an alternative interpretation of the “confounding” 
in which the two questions are taken to be intertwined in virtue of the dual role of genes as both 
autocatalytic and heterocatalytic. Wimsatt urges attention to the latter function of genes and an 
analysis of the hierarchy of levels in terms of “generative” structures as an alternative means to 
disentangle the concepts (see Wimsatt 1986). Moreover, Wimsatt (1981, table 3, p. 164) clearly 
indicates that he includes entities at levels higher than the genome. 
16 This is not an accident: genetics as a discipline made it a virtue in the first half of the twentieth 
century to isolate questions of hereditary transmission from those of embryological development. 
These now separate domains must be put back together to interpret the relevant background 
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4. Dawkins-Hull Generalization-by-Abstraction 

A second abstraction strategy for generalizing neo-Darwinism makes a 
fundamental ontological shift. It replaces the traditional biological hierarchy as 
a framework within which to formulate the theory. This strategy abstracts 
certain functional roles of entities (and their components) from a description of 
the evolutionary process at the levels of organisms and genes. The abstract 
entities thus characterized support an ontology of biological individuals and 
classes, leaving open the empirical question of whether entities at the levels of 
the traditional biological hierarchy serve as units of selection. 

The second strategy for generalization-by-abstraction draws on some insights of 
Lewontin’s school, particularly in its attention to the role of individuals in the 
evolutionary process.17 However, it takes explicit notice of the problems 
inherent in assuming the traditional biological hierarchy and of the need to 
specify relevant background theories for a full explanation of the evolutionary 
process. That is, while the Lewontinian program is concerned primarily with the 
epistemology of evolutionary analysis, formulated within the ontological frame 
of the assumed biological hierarchy, the second program is concerned directly 
with the metaphysics of evolution and the formulation of an ontology that 
facilitates generalization. 

The first strategy abstracts from the level in the biological hierarchy at 
which significant entities occur; the second strategy abstracts from kinds of 
explanatory properties of significant entities at the canonical hierarchical levels 
of neo-Darwinian explanation. In particular, the second strategy analyzes the 
causal mechanisms through which genes and organisms play significant roles in 
the process of evolution by natural selection and subtracts kinds of explanatory 
factors which appear to rest on features peculiar to genes and organisms. Such 
features tend to be associated with the particular material from which genes and 
organisms are constructed, e.g., the particular molecular mechanism by which 
DNA replicates, or the mechanisms by which sexual or asexual organisms 
reproduce. The strategy is to abstract from the matter and structure of the 
concrete mechanisms of genes and organisms to yield a theory specified solely 

                                                                                                                                   
assumptions. Nevertheless, there is irony here since Lewontin (1974a, 1974b) has given one of the 
most penetrating critiques of acausal approaches, drawing a firm distinction between analysis of 
variance and analysis of causes. But the causal role of Mendelian principles which Lewontin 
champions, as opposed to the phenomenological, acausal analysis in terms of quantitative genetic 
principles, does not address the core problem of causal analysis of evolution: Mendelism is only 
part of the required causal story of heredity/development. 
17 Hull (1980, 1981, 1988) argues that a coherent theory of evolution will require that the entities 
which are units of selection or of evolution be individuals of a certain historical sort. He points out 
that on this view “group selection” is incoherent, but that at least some of the entities biologists refer 
to as “groups” actually function as evolutionary individuals. 
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in terms of functions. The evolutionary process is regarded as having two 
components, genetic replication and selective interaction, and these are defined 
for any entities performing those functions. Since there may be distinct 
mechanisms for entities at genic, organismal, and other levels that satisfy the 
sort of causal structure required for evolution by natural selection to occur, the 
varying properties cannot be essential to the process. Such aspects are 
inessential to the roles of entities as relevant  units in the evolutionary process. 
Thus generalization (over the class of mechanisms and levels) is achieved by 
abstraction from the accidental properties of mechanisms at the gene and 
organism levels. 

The first strategy relies on an a priori biological hierarchy, one that might be 
implied by unacknowledged background theories describing embryological 
part-whole relations for lower levels and by theories of population dynamics or 
ecological community assembly for higher levels. The second strategy relies on 
a single acknowledged background theory, Weismannism, which purports to 
specify the causal relations between genes and organisms germane to their 
evolutionary roles.18 

Richard Dawkins, in several pioneering works, developed an approach to 
generalizing evolutionary theory by focusing on what he took to be distinct 
evolutionary roles of genes and organisms. He radicalized the units of selection 
controversy in 1976, arguing that only genes can be significant units of 
selection.19 The Selfish Gene (1976) went a long way toward focusing the 
theoretical and philosophical issues by consciously taking G. C. Williams’s 
conclusions of a decade earlier to extremes. Williams had argued vigorously 
against group selection, concluding that in most cases, adaptations could be 
explained at the level of organisms (Williams 1966). Dawkins developed the 
view that adaptation could best be explained at the level of the individual gene. 
In The Extended Phenotype (1982a), he again focused issues by drawing 
attention to the distinction between the bookkeeping conventions for 
representing evolutionary change in models and the causal process of selection 
in nature.20 Critics discerned enough of a shift in this attention to conventions to 

!!!!!!! 
18 As I will argue below, there are several versions of Weismannism, only one of which expresses 
the views of Weismann himself, which must be distinguished in order to press the objections I make 
to the second abstraction strategy (see also Griesemer and Wimsatt (1989)). The version operative 
in the second strategy, “molecular Weismannism,” rests as much on the “central dogma” of 
molecular genetics with its emphasis on the flow of genetic information (Crick 1958, 1970; cf. 
Watson, et al., 1987) as it does on anything Weismann said about the material basis of heredity. See 
also Maynard Smith (1975). 
19 Dawkins (1976, 1978, 1982a, 1982b). For present purposes I will set to one side Dawkins’s claim 
that there can be cultural units of selection, “memes,” as well as biological units. Since I am 
concerned here with the form of the generalization strategy, consideration of non-biological entities 
would complicate but not add to my analysis. 
20 See Wimsatt (1980) for the analysis of the bookkeeping argument and a criticism. 
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claim Dawkins had softened his position and even that he was becoming 
pluralistic. It nevertheless seems to me that Dawkins’s widely noted sea change 
concerns only his perspective on bookkeeping conventions; his conclusions 
about the causal process were as radical in 1982 as they were in 1976. 

The main idea is that genes pass on their relevant structure – the nucleotide 
sequences that code genetic information – to copies in the process of DNA 
replication. Organisms serve as vehicles, in which the genes ride, whose dif-
ferential survival and reproduction biases the distribution of gene copies of 
different structural types in subsequent generations. Genes, in the form of 
copies, exhibit the properties of “longevity, fecundity, and fidelity.” According 
to Dawkins,  

Evolution results from the differential survival of replicators. Genes are replicators; 
organisms and groups of organisms are not replicators, they are vehicles in which 
replicators travel about. Vehicle selection is the process by which some vehicles are 
more successful than other vehicles in ensuring the survival of their replicators 
(Dawkins 1982b, p. 162 of 1984 reprint).  

In 1978, Dawkins defined “replicator” as follows: 

We may define a replicator as any entity in the universe which interacts with its 
world, including other replicators, in such a way that copies of itself are made. A 
corollary of the definition is that at least some of these copies, in their turn, serve as 
replicators, so that a replicator is, at least potentially, an ancestor of an indefinitely 
long line of identical descendant replicators (Dawkins 1978, p. 67, as quoted in Hull 
1981, p. 33). 

Dawkins thus distinguishes replicators and vehicles in terms of a role in 
evolution the former play that the latter do not. The evolutionary role of genes is 
to bear information that can be passed on in replication. The role of organisms is 
to act as agents of propagation, but since some are better than others, they serve 
to make the replication of the genes they carry differential. Genes only 
indirectly cause the biasing of their representation in future generations through 
their role in the construction of organisms. The structure of organisms is only 
indirectly transmitted to future generations through its role in perpetuating the 
genes that caused the construction of the organism. The propagation of 
information by transmission of structure and selective bias are the two main 
functions of entities in the evolutionary process. 

The phenomena of segregation and recombination during mitosis and 
meiosis cause genes occurring together in the same chromosome or cell 
sometimes to be separated from one another. Dawkins, like Williams before 
him, recognized that the structure of the genetic material of an organism as a 
whole, its genome, is unlikely to survive intact even for one generation, let 
alone through the many generations required for significant evolutionary 
adaptation. Therefore, not only do traits of organisms (components of pheno-
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type) not get transmitted directly from parent to offspring, but the material 
complexes of genes that collectively determine such traits do not get transmitted 
as intact collectives either. To acknowledge this fact, Williams redefined the 
gene in functional terms as “that which segregates and recombines with 
appreciable frequency,” i.e., as the maximal chunks of genetic material that 
survive the segregation and recombination processes (Williams 1966, p. 24). 
Segregation entails that the maximal chunk will typically be smaller than the 
genome as a whole. Recombination entails that the maximal chunk will 
typically be smaller than a single chromosome. Recombination can separate 
parts of coding sequences, so the maximal chunks may even be smaller than 
(coding) genes. Since the material substance of even single whole genes cannot 
be relevant to evolution, Dawkins concludes that it is the informational state, 
rather than the substance, of the gene that is relevant. 

More significantly, as Hull emphasizes, Williams also provided a more 
specialized, functional definition of “evolutionary genes” in terms of their role 
in the selection process directly: “In evolutionary theory, a gene could be 
defined as any hereditary information for which there is a favorable or 
unfavorable selection bias equal to several or many times its rate of endogenous 
change.”21 This definition implies that evolutionary genes are information and 
that they only exist at those times when the conditions mentioned in the 
definition hold. The main significance of this definition is to detach the concept 
of gene that is relevant to evolutionary theory from any basis in the material and 
structural properties of molecular genes and to attach it to the process of 
selection. (There cannot, for example, be such genes undergoing evolution by 
drift since by definition they could not meet the conditions.) While it is certainly 
the case that such properties are relevant to explaining how genes can function 
as hereditary information, Williams’s definition allows evolutionary theory to 
refer to anything which functions in that way without requiring that it have the 
material or structural properties of molecular genes. Evolutionary genes are an 
abstraction to pure function; they are information-bearing states. The simplifica-
tion of the generalized evolutionary theory built by Dawkins and Hull upon the 
foundation of evolutionary genes clarifies the ontology of the theory, but it has a 
price: instead of selection wandering from level to level in the organizational 
hierarchy, evolutionary genes wander in and out of existence as the selective 
and genetic environments change. Further implications of this definition will be 
explored in the next section. 

The death of the (multicellular) body each generation implies that neither 
organisms nor their genomes persist long enough to be the beneficiaries of 
adaptation. Socrates’s nose died with Socrates, but the genes which caused his 

!!!!!!! 
21 Williams (1966), p. 25. Cf. Hull (1988), ch. 11. Wimsatt (1981) explores this functional definition 
through an analysis of “segregation analogues” for entities at higher levels of organization. 
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nose to be distinctive may be with us still through their persistence in the form 
of copies organized into a genic lineage. And persistence is quite different in 
character for acellular organisms (those consisting of a single cell); when a cell 
divides, all the parts of the  parent organism persist but the parent does not. The 
background theory to the strategy is that the specific material nature and 
structure of the substances that carry genetic information is inessential to the 
analysis of something’s functioning as genetic material. Williams, Dawkins, and 
Hull abstract from mechanism to produce their various theories of the 
evolutionary gene or replicator. Our problem, then, is to analyze the notion of 
persistence in the form of copies, which underlies these concepts. 

As Hull reminds us, material genes no more persist in populations than do 
material organisms (see especially Hull 1980, 1981, 1988). In order to 
distinguish that which persists from that which does not, Williams and Dawkins 
define genes in abstract, functional terms: the “information” coded in genes that 
persists in the form of copies – tokens with similar structure due to descent – is 
what matters in evolution, not the persistence of any given items of matter. The 
structure of a gene persists, has a material embodiment or avatar, just as long as 
one or more of its copies exists. Dawkins thus argues that the definitive answer 
to the question – what are adaptations for the good of? – is genes. Adaptations 
must be for the benefit of genes, not organisms, because genes are the only 
biological entities with sufficient longevity, fecundity, and fidelity to reap the 
benefits of evolution.22 Dawkins’s challenge is to make this seem more than a 
hollow victory since his genes are abstract entities and it is not clear what it 
means for an abstraction to receive a benefit. 

We may speak, Dawkins concludes, of selection as a causal process 
operating on organisms, but since they cannot be the beneficiaries of the 
evolutionary process, such talk is vicarious when it comes to explaining 
adaptations. Wimsatt points out that Dawkins’s argument is fallacious, turning 
on an equivocation between, say, Socrates as an individual and Socrates as a 
member of the class of instantiations of a phenotype: “Socrates’ phenotoken was 
killed by the hemlock, but his phenotype may well live on.” Wimsatt continues, 

If evolution had to depend upon the passing on of gene-tokens, it could not have 
happened. Genotokens and phenotokens are not inherited, but genotypes and 
phenotypes may be! Many of the remarks of modern evolutionists on the relative 
significance of genotype and phenotype for evolution are wrong as a result of the 
failure to make this distinction. In particular, if the phenotype can itself be inherited 
or passed on, it need not be regarded merely as a means of passing on its genes or 
genotype (Wimsatt 1981, n. 2; emphasis in original). 

To avoid Dawkins’s fallacy, Hull focuses on functional rather than structural 
differences between the evolutionary roles of genes and organisms. 
!!!!!!! 
22 For an excellent critique of Dawkins’s analysis of evolutionary benefit, see Lloyd (2001). 
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Hull is careful to avoid too close a reliance on the concept of copying 
because of his view that genes and organisms, qua material tokens, suffer the 
same fate. He agrees with Williams and Dawkins when he argues that “The 
natural selection of phenotypes cannot in itself produce cumulative change 
because phenotypes are extremely temporary manifestations.” (Williams, 
quoted in Hull 1980, p. 320). But he also argues that the same point applies to 
genes, which after all are parts of the body, and that this is the reason that 
structure rather than substance is the key to generalizing the gene concept. Hull 
rejects Dawkins’s abstraction of the gene as an informational sequence in favor 
of abstraction of the evolutionary function of the gene when he writes, 

Neither genes nor organisms are preserved or increased in frequency. The phenotypic 
characteristics of organisms are extremely temporary manifestations – almost as 
temporary as the “phenotypic” characteristics of genes. As substantial entities, all 
replicators come into existence and pass away. Only their structure persists, and that 
is all that is needed for them to function as replicators (Hull 1980, p. 320; emphasis 
added). 

Hull is careful not to refer to copying here, but his last point is still not 
warranted by the preceding claims. It is simply not true that only the structure of 
replicators persists, however gene structure is interpreted (see section 5). Some 
of their parts also persist, and it is precisely because DNA replication involves 
the splitting up of a replicator into parts that are incorporated into new 
replicators, rather than copying, that replicators are relevant to the evolutionary 
process. It does not matter that a given part does not persist indefinitely. 
Persistence into the next generation (molecular, organismal, or whatever) is all 
that is required to make material overlap a property of the evolutionary process. 
Evolution is a material process, not a relation among abstractions in which 
biologically structured matter is accidental. 

When the type-token confusion is cleared up, the issue is seen to turn on 
whether there are differences in the causal processes by which genes and 
organisms “pass on their type.” Of course, Wimsatt’s argument is not right 
either: genotokens and phenotokens are inherited, but they are not the same 
tokens as the ones the parent inherited from its parents. The role of these tokens 
has been severely obscured by the obsession of transmission and molecular 
geneticists with analogies to the concept of information. 

One must clearly distinguish between heredity (a relation), heritability (a 
capacity), and inheritance (a process) in order to see the elision in Wimsatt’s 
critique that is shared by Dawkins’s and Hull’s analyses. It may be reasonable to 
talk about hereditary information, since heredity is a relation. But it does not 
follow from the fact that this relation holds that types (rather than tokens) are 
“passed on” in the process of inheritance. To reason this way is to get the causal 
order of things backwards: things – tokens – are passed on in inheritance and 
types (whether genotypes or phenotypes) thereby exhibit the heredity relation. 
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By identifying distinct evolutionary roles for genes and organisms, Dawkins 
is able to reformulate the description of evolution so as to leave open the 
empirical question of which entities serve those roles. As a matter of empirical 
fact, however, Dawkins thinks that genes are the only likely biological 
replicators. To emphasize that entities other than DNA might in principle serve 
the evolutionary role of genes and that entities other than organisms might serve 
the evolutionary role of individuals, Dawkins substitutes the more abstract terms 
“replicators” and “vehicles” respectively (Dawkins 1978). Replicators, 
according to Dawkins, are things of which copies are made; active replicators 
influence the probability that they will be copied, usually but not necessarily 
through the vehicles in which they ride; passive replicators have no such 
influence, although they may make vehicles; germ-line replicators are the 
potential ancestors of indefinitely long lineages of replicators. Active, germ-line 
replicators are the evolutionarily significant replicators (Dawkins 1982a, 
pp. 82-83). 

It would probably be better to say that “the replicated” are things of which 
copies are made or that do pass on their structure and reserve “replicator” for 
those things of which copies can be made or which can pass on their structure. 
Replicative success should not be part of what it means to be a replicator, 
although Hull (1988) insists that merely having the potential or capacity to 
replicate is not what it means to be a replicator either.23 Because Hull accepts a 
purely functional definition of the evolutionary gene, material bodies such as 
pieces of DNA can be evolutionary genes when and only when they function as 
evolutionary genes. Thus, entities which are not functioning in a process at a 
given time in a certain way, but merely have the capacity to function in that way 
at some other time cannot count as genes (at the given time), hence evolutionary 
genes wander in and out of existence, as I claimed above. This is again a 
problem of distinguishing heredity, heritability, and inheritance: Hull resists the 
idea that replicatorhood can be interpreted as a capacity, since capacities can 
remain unfulfilled: to be a replicator is to go through the process of inheritance. 

Dawkins’s expressive language of replicators and vehicles captures the part-
whole relation that exists between physical genes and organisms and at the same 
time indicates that organisms are not the relevant subjects when it comes to 
evolutionary theory.24 But it is problematic language because these terms lead 
!!!!!!! 
23 I shall not dispute Hull’s point here because, although I think his insistence poses significant 
problems for his process ontology, he considers this to be a terminological issue upon which very 
little turns (Hull, pers. comm.). 
24 Grene (1989, p. 68) points out that Dawkins chose the terms “replicator” and “vehicle” to 
differentiate the primary role of genes in evolution from the derivative role of their bearers. Brandon 
(1985, p. 84) concurs and finds this emphasis sufficient to prefer Hull’s terminology. Dawkins’s 
language serves his rhetorical purpose well, which is to persuade biologists that the question of 
replicator persistence (rather than vehicle survival) is the central question of evolutionary biology. 
The language reflects the imagery of Dawkins’s earlier book, The Selfish Gene (1976), in which 
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us to search for the physical entities that correspond to them, even though 
Dawkins’s theory is an abstract one of pure function and process. What matters 
in replication, as Hull glosses Dawkins, is “retention of structure through 
descent.” Dawkins’s fidelity is copying-fidelity and longevity is longevity-in-
the-form-of-copies: “neither material identity nor extensive material overlap is 
necessary for copying-fidelity . . .” (Hull 1981, p. 31). While material overlap is 
not necessary for an entity to satisfy the conditions of replicatorhood, I claim 
that material overlap is a necessary condition for a system to count as biological, 
and thus that all cases of biological lineages of replicators include material 
overlap as a property. Just how extensive the overlap must be depends on how 
the concept of information is analyzed. I think it is more substantial than Hull 
and Dawkins suggest because genetic information does not “reside” in the 
material genes but in the relation between genes and cytoplasm, between signals 
and coding system. 

My complaint with Dawkins’s theory is not that it fails to clarify functional 
roles in the evolutionary process – it does. But it does not provide resources to 
identify empirically the physical avatars of his functional entities. We know that 
the informational genes are tied to matter and structure, but if evolutionary 
theory – to be general enough to cover cultural and conceptual change – must be 
devoid of all reference to concrete mechanism, it cannot follow from the theory, 
for example, that genes are inside organisms or are even parts of organisms, as 
Dawkins’s language suggests. Strictly, only the correlations between replicator 
and vehicle due to causal connections of a completely unspecified sort can be 
implied by such a theory. Striving to get matter and specific structure out of the 
theory in order to make it apply to immaterial realms may thus leave it bankrupt 
as an account of causal connection for the material, biological cases. 

Hull clarified the distinction between replicators and vehicles by noting that 
Dawkins mixed together two notions of interaction. Interaction with the world in 
such a way that replication of copies of replicators is differential is a causal 
power distinct from the interaction involved in copy-making per se. DNA 
influences the former mode of interaction, albeit somewhat indirectly, via its 
“heterocatalytic” functions of coding for the sequence of amino acids in proteins 
and regulating the temporal and spatial expression of coding genes in the 
developing organism. Proteins play vital roles in the metabolism and structure 
of the cellular vehicles that in turn interact with the outside world. Since DNA 
molecules are inside organisms, when an organism’s interactions with the 
external world cause its chances of survival and reproduction to be different 
from those of other types of organisms, the probability that the DNA molecule’s 
                                                                                                                                   
genes are depicted as homunculi riding around in lumbering organismal robots. Hull’s term 
“interactor” is silent on the relative importance of the two kinds of functionally characterized 
abstract entities and Hull clearly emphasizes that both functions are logically required for evolution 
to occur. 
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information can be passed on is likewise affected. However, as I suggested in 
the previous paragraph, this cannot be a deduction from the theory of the 
informational gene, but must come from background theory. The interaction 
involved in copy-making itself, of one DNA molecule with the various chemical 
entities needed for replication, is the “autocatalytic” function of DNA. This 
mode of interaction involves only the most immediate cellular environment. 
Thus, Hull introduced the term ‘interactor’ to indicate the evolutionary function 
served by Dawkins’s vehicles: 

replicators – entities that pass on their structure directly in replication; 

interactors – entities that produce differential replication by means of directly 
interacting as cohesive wholes with their environment (Hull 1981, p. 33. Cf. Hull 
1980). 

For Hull, it is an open empirical question what entities serve either of these 
evolutionary roles and whether a given entity may serve both. Also, on Hull’s 
analysis, the notions of directness in replication and directness in environmental 
interaction explicate the causal difference between replicators and interactors, 
since interactors may pass on their structure, but only indirectly, and replicators 
(genes at least) may interact with their “external” environment, but only 
indirectly.25 

There is one substantial point of disagreement between Dawkins and Hull 
which has to do with their respective copying and directness criteria. Dawkins 
supposes that, although replication is not a perfect process, evolutionary benefit 
is conferred on a replicator only to the extent that its copies are identical in 
structure: sequence identity rather than material boundaries serves as the 
criterion of individuation for evolutionary genes. Hull, in contrast, finds this 
requirement to be a stumbling block for the distinction between the evolutionary 
roles of replicators and interactors. Hull does not share Dawkins’s intuition that 
there is a necessary difference in evolutionary kind between genes and 
organisms: Hull’s definitions of replicator and interactor in terms of two distinct 
modes of interaction suggests that they differ only by degrees of relative 
directness in their participation in the two modes (Brandon and Burian 1984,  
p. 89). Hull writes, 

!!!!!!! 
25 Bibliographic caution is required in interpreting Hull’s view. Hull’s 1980 paper was reprinted in 
Hull (1989), but not verbatim. Hull (1980) and Hull (1981) include “directness” as a defining 
property of replicators and interactors. This language was dropped from Hull (1988). Hull (1989) 
preserves the modified 1988 analysis rather than the exact text of the 1980 paper reprinted. Thus, 
despite the publication dates of the various essays, Hull consistently used the “directness” as a 
criterion in conjunction with passing on structure in the early 1980s and dropped it from the 
definitions in the late 1980s. I argue below that the reason Hull dropped directness is that it is a 
contingent property of the particular material mechanisms by which DNA and organisms operate 
and therefore he did not consider it to be a proper part of the general analysis of selection processes. 
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Both replicators and interactors exhibit structure; the difference between them 
concerns the directness of transmission. Genes pass on their structure in about as 
direct a fashion as can occur in the material world. But entities more inclusive than 
genes possess structure and can pass it on largely intact. . . . We part company most 
noticeably in cases of sexual reproduction between genetically heterogeneous 
organisms. Dawkins would argue that only those segments of the genetic material 
that remained undisturbed can count as replicators, while I see no reason not to 
consider the organisms themselves replicators if the parents and offspring are 
sufficiently similar to each other. Genes tend to be the entities that pass on their 
structure most directly, while they interact with ever more global environments with 
decreasing directness. Other, more inclusive entities interact directly with their 
environments but tend to pass on their structure, if at all, more and more indirectly 
(Hull 1981, p. 34). 

Hull’s abstraction problem differs slightly from Dawkins’s because of his 
emphasis on replicator function rather than on replicator structure, that is, on 
direct transmission of structure rather than on the nature of copies. Hull’s turn 
away from copying in the early 1980s has remarkable and subtle ramifications. 
His return to it in the late 1980s is equally remarkable. He writes, 

In my definition, a replicator need only pass on its structure largely intact. Thus 
entities more inclusive than genomes might be able to function as replicators. As I 
argue later, they seldom if ever do. The relevant factor is not retention of structure 
but the directness of transmission. Replicators replicate themselves directly but 
interact with increasingly inclusive environments only indirectly. Interactors interact 
with their effective environments directly but usually replicate themselves only 
indirectly (Hull 1980, p. 319. For criticism, see Wimsatt 1981, n. 4). 

This seems intuitive enough if we hold to standard idealizations about 
“typical” genes and phenotypes. Replicators seem to replicate directly because 
there aren’t any things intervening between them and the copies they make. 
DNA strands directly contact others through hydrogen bonds. What could be 
more direct? Interactors seem to interact directly because there aren’t any events 
intervening between the selection and the change in phenotype distribution. 
There is nothing between the teeth of the lion (agent of selection) and the 
diseased zebra it brings down, nor between the bringing down and the change in 
distribution of zebra characteristics. The difficulty is that Hull never explains 
what counts as transmission, so the analysis of directness remains unaddressed. 
Indeed, since transmission is an aspect of mechanism, Hull has removed all the 
resources to deal with it from his theory. Dawkins’s copying metaphor, though 
flawed, permitted a simple mechanistic interpretation of transmission: there is 
physico-chemical contact between elements of the original (template) and the 
copy (daughter strand) via hydrogen bonding and enzyme-mediated ligation 
and, as a result, the daughter strand takes on a certain structure. 
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One might think that directness could be made precise by interpreting it as 
the absence of any intervening entities in the causal sequence from original to 
copy: A causes B directly if and only if A causes B and there is no C 
intermediate in the causal chain from A to B. Then perhaps A causes B relatively 
directly (compared to D’s causing E) if there are fewer intermediaries between 
A and B than there are between D and E. But the fact that DNA strands resemble 
the complements to their templates rather than their templates means that a 
given sequence is transmitted from one strand to another via an intermediary 
entity and a series of intervening causal events involving a substantial amount of 
cellular machinery. If there is anything between a cause and its effect, then we 
have to know how to count such things in order to define relative directness. 
Since there is an infinity of causal intermediaries between any two time-
separated events related as cause and effect, we have the same level of difficulty 
in counting events that Cartwright and Mendell had in counting properties. Thus 
DNA copying may or may not be direct relative to some other molecular 
processes; we do not know how to measure the difference. It may even be 
indirect compared to organismal reproduction if certain assumptions of 
Weismannism are false. 

Relative directness is an acceptable intuitive distinction between replicators 
and interactors so long as there appears to be an obvious asymmetry. If it is 
obvious that every interactor reproduction is less direct than every replicator 
replication, then perhaps a precise criterion of relative directness is unnecessary. 
But if this be challenged, why shouldn’t Dawkins and Hull accept the indirect 
route by which parent and offspring vehicles resemble one another as copying, 
and hence accept that vehicles or interactors will usually be replicators?26   

In order to deny that template intermediaries violate a condition of sufficient 
relative directness, either physico-chemical contact must be rejected as the 
interpretation of transmission or else the notion of structure must be so loose 
that a strand and its complement can be said to have the same structure or at 
least that one structure can be said to be “preserved” in a different structure. 
Either way, some appeal to mechanism is required. The copying metaphor, due 
to its unrigorous functionalism, at least had the virtue of supporting a 
straightforward interpretation of direct transmission. Hull’s more rigorous 
analysis requires that we be able to analyze (or at least to order) degrees of 
relative directness. While this seems possible in principle in the case of genes 
and organisms, it is not very workable in practice because we have been denied 
access, on general principle, to an adequate specification of causal structure. It 
!!!!!!! 
26 It is important to note that this is not the same as Hull’s claim that it is possible for one and the 
same entity type in the traditional biological hierarchy to be both replicator and interactor, e.g., 
paramecia that reproduce by dividing their entire body in two. My claim is that because of the 
problems in the concept of directness, the view should lead Hull to think that properties of 
interactors will be sufficient to count them as replicators too, thus defeating the distinction. 
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seems even less workable for hierarchical evolutionary theory because we know 
even less about causal structure at other levels of organization. 

The directness of DNA replication seems to work as well as it does as a 
paradigm because the sequence similarity of ancestor and descendant nucleic 
acids is produced by a nearly universal chemical mechanism. The features of the 
mechanism are supposed to supply the interpretation of directness and 
transmission. But since descent, not sequence similarity, is the basis of Hull’s 
view, it is not clear what should serve instead of the chemical mechanism to 
support an interpretation of direct transmission. Directness of transmission 
cannot do the work of the copying metaphor without some further analysis: a 
definition of “replication” is conspicuously lacking in Hull’s analysis. 
“Replication” will function as a primitive term in Hull’s system until it is given 
a description that is independent of evolutionary considerations. Hull’s theory is 
either radically incomplete, leaving its generality open to doubt, or else it is 
thrown upon the mercy of Dawkins’s analysis of copying, which has substantial 
problems of its own. 

These problems arise because there is as yet no clear and distinct notion of 
the molecular gene which can resolve claims about sequences when they 
function as evolutionary genes. We have only the claim that the passing on of 
structure is relevant to the role of replicator, not any suggestion about the range 
of mechanisms of structure transmissions that count as hereditary information. 
Despite the distinction between the several concepts of the gene, the 
“informational turn” is integral to them all, and because of it they are not easily 
explicated independently of one another.27 It is harmless enough to talk about 
sequence “copying” as the consequence of replication in the standard molecular 
genetic context, but that leaves the structure of the replication process intended 
to serve in the general theory unaccounted for. As Hull notes, it is critical that 
Dawkins’s notion of copying identify copying as a process involving descent 
relations and not mere similarity.28 But the foregoing remarks are designed to 
undermine the impression that simple appeals to what happens to DNA can 
legitimately serve as the foundation for the causal interpretation of the 
evolutionary process of replication in abstraction from any particularly 
structured matter. One cannot have the ontological simplification of pure, 
abstract functionalism and also appeal to concrete mechanisms whenever it 
suits. 

Moreover, even if the copying metaphor did account for relationships among 
sequences, it would not explicate the relationship between replication and 
reproduction that I claim is needed to generalize evolutionary theory. We know, 
for example, in a rough way what is involved in claiming that groups of 

!!!!!!! 
27 For a philosophical analysis of these different senses of “gene,” see Kitcher (1982). 
28 See especially the treatment in Hull (1988), ch. 11. 
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organisms reproduce; we do not know what it means for them to replicate unless 
that comes to the same thing as reproduction. Copying does not adequately 
specify the material conditions of life processes: DNA replication and 
reproduction are flows of matter, not just of information. I think that abstraction 
from matter capable of reproduction supplies a faulty base for generalizing 
evolutionary theory. Indeed, it is a wonder how transmission of information 
could be understood as an explication of replication as an ordinary causal 
process when the carriers of information are functionally defined, abstract 
objects. 

If DNA replication were fully conservative rather than semi-conservative, 
then copying would have served as a more adequate analysis of replication, 
since no transfer of parts from original to copy would have been involved and 
information would be the only thing left to track from generation to 
generation.29 But then replication would clearly not be analogous to 
reproduction and, if I am right that reproduction is the proper basis for 
evolutionary generalization, that would have made replication an even weaker 
basis. 

Hull’s analysis in terms of directness fails to break completely with the 
traditional hierarchy in so far as it explicates the concept of directness in terms 
of compositional levels. A gene (lower compositional level) inside a cell (higher 
compositional level) interacts indirectly with the environment outside the cell, 
but relatively directly with the DNA molecules for which it serves as a template 
in replication (same compositional level). Likewise, phenotypic traits of 
organisms (higher level) are passed to offspring only indirectly through the 
activities of the genes inside (lower level). Dawkins’s use of the term “vehicle” 
appears to commit him even more strongly to acceptance of the traditional 
hierarchy than does Hull’s more neutral term “interactor.” But the 
commonalities between their analyses undermine the claims of both Hull and 
Dawkins to be elaborating an alternative conceptual scheme to Lewontin’s. 
Thus, the directness criterion seems to violate the aim of Hull’s approach to 
generalization by abstraction. 

In the late 1980s, Hull modified his analysis of replicators and interactors, 
dropping directness as the degree-property distinguishing the two roles and 
emphasizing instead the degree of intactness of structure through the respective 

!!!!!!! 
29 I haven’t yet mentioned viruses with single-stranded RNA genetic material; copying would seem 
an apt description of them since no transfer of parts occurs. (The production of cDNA which 
incorporates into the host genome and then serves as a template for the production of new viral 
RNAs acts as a filter for the original RNA material.) However, since all cellular life is DNA-based, 
I am more inclined to think that RNA viruses should be treated as a special case of copying which is 
neither replication nor reproduction, rather than that they are (the only) clear cases which satisfy 
Dawkins’s analysis. This view does not entail mechanism- or level-specific assumptions and so 
does not put the project of generalizing evolutionary theory at risk. 
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causal processes. This is a partial return to a concept of copying. Degree of 
intactness preserved through replication is only contingently related to degree of 
directness via the mechanisms that happen to cause replication. Indeed, it might 
be interpreted as just a weaker similarity criterion than Dawkins’s copying 
criterion, depending on how one understands the relevant notion of structure. I 
quote Hull’s new analysis here in full: 

Dawkins’s (1976) replacement of Williams’s (1966) evolutionary gene with “replica-
tor” is an improvement, both because it avoids the confusion of Mendelian and 
molecular genes with evolutionary genes and because it does not assume the 
resolution of certain empirical questions about the levels at which selection can occur 
in biological evolution; but it too carries with it opportunities for misunderstanding. 
Among these is the confusion of replication with what I term “interaction” and in 
turn the confusion of these two processes with selection. Thus, in an effort to reduce 
conceptual confusion, I suggest the following definitions: 

replicator – an entity that passes on its structure largely intact in successive 
replications. 
interactor – an entity that interacts as a cohesive whole with its environment 
in such a way that this interaction causes replication to be differential. 

With the aid of these two technical terms, selection can be characterized 
succinctly as follows: 

selection – a process in which the differential extinction and proliferation of 
interactors cause the differential perpetuation of the relevant replicators. 

Replicators and interactors are the entities that function in selection processes. 
Some general term is also needed for the entities that result from successive 
replications: 

lineage – an entity that persists indefinitely through time either in the same or 
an altered state as a result of replication (Hull 1988, pp. 408-409). 

Only the structure of genes need be transmitted in an ancestor-descendant 
sequence for genes to function as replicators. Hull’s further analysis suggests a 
new ontology consisting of historical individuals – replicators, interactors and 
lineages – and classes of individuals, the higher taxa and sets of individuals 
defined in terms of traits in common. Replicators and interactors are arranged 
into a two-level functional hierarchy. Reference to organisms in evolutionary 
theory is removed and a new ontology is constructed which appears to disregard 
the traditional biological hierarchy. 

Whether entities of the traditional hierarchy serve as replicators and/or 
interactors is still left as an empirical question, as in Dawkins’s analysis. But in 
Hull’s revised definitions, replicators and interactors are no longer contrasted in 
terms of directness. (Compare his definitions quoted on p. 73, above.) On the 
new analysis, they are only linked by the definition of ‘selection,’ where 
reference is made to the differential perpetuation of the relevant replicators as a 
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function of selective interaction. (One might think they are linked by the 
definition of ‘interactor’ because of the reference to replication, but this process 
is undefined in Hull’s system.) This leaves open the possibility of some link 
other than the compositional arrangement of the organizational hierarchy, but at 
the same time it leaves unclear what counts as relevant transmission of 
structure. By returning to copying, Hull must face Dawkins’s problem that the 
theory has no resources to specify the relevance relation between replicators and 
interactors other than bare cause-effect. The particulars of this relation in 
biology come from theories of development, including gene expression; they are 
not supplied by the theory of the informational gene. The directness criterion 
clearly focused attention on those aspects of DNA and organisms which count 
as relevant transmission, although it provided no analysis of transmission. 

Hull is very clear about his generalization strategy, but steering between 
Scylla and Charybdis is tricky. The following passage suggests that he decided 
the directness criterion tied his concept of replicator too closely to the material 
nature of the DNA mechanism: 

In this chapter I adopt a different strategy [than Lewontin’s]. I define the entities that 
function in the evolutionary process in terms of the process itself, without referring to 
any particular level of organization. Any entities that turn out to have the relevant 
characteristics belong to the same evolutionary kind. Entities that perform the same 
function in the evolutionary process are treated as being the same, regardless of the 
level of organization they happen to exhibit. Generalizations about the evolutionary 
process are then couched in terms of these kinds. The result is increased simplicity 
and coherence. 
. . . the benefits [of this strategy] are worth the price [in damage to common sense]. 
One benefit is that, once properly reformulated, evolutionary theory applies equally 
to all sorts of organisms: prokaryotes and eukaryotes, sexual and asexual organisms, 
plants and animals alike. 
A second benefit is that the analysis of selection processes I present is sufficiently 
general so as to apply to sociocultural change as well (Hull 1988, p. 402).  

Rather than analyze directness, Hull shifts back to copying to correct a tacit 
dependency on the traditional organizational hierarchy, in the sense that 
directness is a contingent property of the way molecular genes replicate. While 
it is true that directness is contingent, it is nevertheless a very important 
property: the whole domain of biological systems (as opposed to merely 
physico-chemical systems on the one hand and human social and psychological 
systems on the other) can be described as the domain of lineages formed by 
descent relations. A central, and universal, fact about biological descent is that it 
includes the material overlap of the entities that form biological lineages. By 
expunging the directness condition in his later analysis, Hull has left unclear 
what distinguishes biological lineages and descent relations from any other sort 
of cause-effect change and causal relation. Hull’s general analysis of selection 
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processes leaves us without the tools to analyze the empirical differences among 
selective systems along with their similarities. While there is no necessity in 
material overlap, nor any necessity in the degree of relative directness with 
which one DNA molecule gives rise to another, directness of a qualitative sort 
does follow from the material overlap property of biological lineages (and as I 
will argue in the next section, it also follows that organismal reproduction, 
which also produces lineages with material overlap, is direct). Thus I think Hull 
was mistaken to turn away from his earlier analysis. Rather than reintroduce 
copying (in the sense of transmission of structure), which is all we have in the 
vacuum left by the repeal of directness, Hull should instead have rejected pure 
functionalism in favor of some explicit handling of the facts of mechanism. This 
is the idea of what an empirical background theory is intended to do. 

Hull’s rejection of extensive material overlap as a condition on the 
evolutionary process only reveals the conventionality of the biological domain 
within the domain of physical systems, not the irrelevance of material overlap to 
evolution. The historical traditions and conventions by which some physical 
systems have been singled out as biological systems are arbitrary choices with 
respect to the broadened domain of generalized evolutionary theory. The 
attempt to produce a general analysis of selection processes may therefore 
require that the artificial domain of biology be scrapped. It may seem 
appropriate to Hull to do so, since his goal is an analysis general enough to 
include sociocultural evolution, but it is not necessarily the wisest course of 
action to ignore a universal property of descent mechanisms just because current 
theory suggests it is contingent. 

Unfortunately, Hull’s modification in terms of intactness of structure 
through replication is not entirely successful in removing other difficulties 
either. While he has eliminated a dependency on the traditional organizational 
hierarchy, Hull has not removed a dependency on Weismannism, which 
functions as the background theory that plays the a priori ontological role in the 
Dawkins-Hull strategy that the traditional hierarchy did for the Lewontin 
strategy. 

5. Copying, Information and the Dawkins-Hull Program 

The concept of transmitting information in the form of copies is central to the 
analysis of replicators, but the metaphysical assumptions behind it are 
inadequate for an understanding of genes made of DNA, which “replicates” 
semi-conservatively, and are worse still as a basis for generalizing evolutionary 
theory. 

The notion of copying is central to Dawkins’s and Hull’s argument. Because 
DNA strands serve as templates for the construction of new strands from free 
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nucleic acids, some mutational changes of nucleotides in a strand are reliably 
repeated in subsequent strand formation, just as a photocopier reliably repeats 
the marks due to lint on the photocopying glass or on its lint-ridden copies. 
However, copying fails as an analysis of DNA replication, and the aspect it fails 
to capture – the relation between the material overlap of parts between parent 
and offspring and the transmission of heritable information – is precisely what 
makes replication part of a biological process. 

Dawkins identifies replication with copying. Likewise, Hull analyzes 
replication as a copying process in order to generalize selection theory beyond 
biology. But there are important aspects of mechanism and properties of specific 
biological materials still left in his analysis of copying in the form of inferences 
about the transmission of genetic information and in assumptions about the 
nature of copying. Ultimately, I claim, there are ineliminable facts about 
biological mechanisms operating in evolutionary theory, and a generalization 
which eliminates all reference to matter must either be false or else merely shift 
the explanatory and predictive burdens to background theories. 

Dawkins’s conception of the gene as abstract or “informational,” i.e., as the 
sequence property or state instantiated in all of a material gene’s “copies,” leads 
him to treat replication as if it were a copying process and copying as any 
process which produces similarities among objects with respect to their 
information content. Dawkins’s appeal to the analogy of photocopying has the 
effect of shifting attention away from, or “black-boxing,” the mechanism by 
which copying occurs. Instead, Dawkins focuses on the copy relation manifest 
in the mere fact that an original goes in at one place and a copy, resembling the 
original in relevant respects and to a relevant degree, comes out at another 
(Dawkins 1982a, p. 83). Hull’s earlier focus on the degree of directness of the 
mechanism rather than on the degree of resemblance of the copy is irrelevant to 
Dawkins’s analysis because directness is a feature of mechanism, which is 
black-boxed. But surely not every process in which output objects resemble 
input objects counts as copying and the output objects as copies. Nor must every 
copy resemble its original in a given, or even the same, respect. These are 
notorious facts about the resemblance relation. Hull’s concern is that Dawkins 
does not emphasize sufficiently the genealogical nature of copying. Genealogy 
is part of a process that happens inside Dawkins’s black box. In biology, 
replication is a process in which similarities result from descent and descent 
relations are not merely cause-effect relations. 

Descent enters Dawkins’s picture only in the weak sense that some process 
is causally responsible for the similarity: entities whose similarities are not 
traceable to a common cause cannot be copies. However, mere causality cannot 
yield a sufficient analysis of descent relations or of the semi-conservative 
replication of DNA double helices, which involves the destruction of one 
double helix molecule in the creation of two molecules with the same or similar 
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sequences. Copies are not, in general, things made out of the things of which 
they are copies. Rather, copies are things which resemble originals because a 
physical process induced a relevantly similar or common pattern in numerically 
distinct materials. 

 The word “copy” nicely trades in ambiguities – between noun and verb, 
relation and process. If the ambiguity is allowed to stand, it will appear that the 
theory of replicators avoids reference to matter and mechanism when in fact it 
does not. To succeed it must detach the copy relation from the copy process and 
refer only to the former. Otherwise, a further analysis is required to justify the 
theory’s ontological pretenses. The unsolved logical problem is twofold: is 
descent a subrelation of the copy relation and are all descent processes copy 
processes? I think the answer to these questions cannot be found unless an 
analysis of reproduction is attempted. 

In copying, “genealogical” relationship does not include material overlap: 
the original is part of neither the material nor efficient cause of the copy. Thus 
copying captures a weaker, more abstract notion of resemblance due to cause-
effect relationship rather than the stronger, more concrete notion of resemblance 
due to descent with material overlap, which obtains in biological cases. Think of 
cases of artistic copying: an artist sits before a picture in a museum and paints 
another picture which resembles the one on the wall. We may speak as though 
the picture on the wall “gave rise to” or is an “ancestor” of the one on the easel, 
but no material part of the one on the wall is a part of the one on the easel and 
the artist, not the picture on the wall, is the efficient cause. In contrast, new 
double helices of DNA are not made from materials that are entirely 
numerically distinct form old double helices, and DNA is (part of) the efficient 
cause of DNA. 

One might say that the relation of original to copy holds of evolutionary 
genes, derivatively, whenever material genes function as evolutionary genes, but 
the copying process is not the causal process that causes the copy relation to 
hold among evolutionary genes: functioning entails process and consideration of 
formal causes alone cannot explain process. Descent does the work in 
replication that intention does for artistic or human acts of copying. To mix up 
relation and process in this way is to invite confusion. Because we ourselves act 
with intention, it is all too easy to fill in the black box with mechanism while 
claiming to consider only functions. In a sense, the last remnant of materialism 
infecting Dawkins’s and Hull’s abstract theories is the notion that DNA 
“carries” heritable information. It is this information which is supposedly 
“copied” in the process of replication. But I think they have paid insufficient 
attention to the concept of information or to the way in which it is carried. A 
proper understanding of heritable information requires detailed consideration of 
the matter out of which replicators are made as well as of the mechanisms by 
which information is “transmitted.” From this it does not follow that there 
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cannot be a pure function abstraction of the Dawkins-Hull sort leading to a 
generalization of evolutionary theory. But it does imply that the resulting 
generalized theory cannot tell us much about empirical cases. The mechanistic 
analysis of the properties that give matter the capacity to carry heritable 
information and the relation between this information and the material causes of 
descent relations form the core of empirical analysis of evolution by natural 
selection. Evolutionary theory may be clarified, but empirical practice is 
obscured. In science, that is too high a price to pay for ontological simplifica-
tion. 

Double helices of DNA instantiate two sequences, one for each strand, so it 
is unclear what claims about the gene sequence (or the heritable information) 
are supposed to mean if we consider only the relations between DNA molecules. 
It won’t do to take as a convention that the sequence is that of the “sense” strand 
that codes for a polypeptide, rather than of the “nonsense” strand, because in 
some cases complementing strands or their parts are both “sense” strands and 
have different senses. And, sensibility cannot be determined by the syntax of the 
DNA alone; it depends on further relations between DNA and other chemical 
kinds. Moreover, some regulatory “genes” do not code for polypeptide products 
at all, nor do all the nucleotides of (eukaryotic) structural genes code: introns are 
important functional parts of genes that do not make “sense”; are they parts of 
the relevant active germ-line replicator when such a material gene is functioning 
as an evolutionary gene/replicator or not? 

We do not know what the genetic information is because what it is for is 
development, which lacks a proper theory. We have only fragments that run in 
the background of evolutionary theory. The linear sequence of amino acids in 
proteins is not a language that DNA “speaks” in order to communicate (Stent 
1977). Rather, it is another code. The genetic code is just that, a code. In 
knowing a code we do not thereby know what information, if any, is transmitted 
by means of it, nor can we know that any particular usage of it is a transmission 
of information. From codes we can only calculate the quantity of information, 
not its content. To claim that events in molecular biology are transmissions of 
information, we have to analyze communication – far beyond the minimal sense 
that engineers have given it in the formal theory of communication – and not 
just coding relations. 

Some single strands of DNA do not exhibit material overlap with parental 
strands and therefore might count as copies. But since it is plausible to assume 
that a process including material overlap is more direct than one without it, 
DNA strands result from physical processes that are not maximally direct. 
Therefore, a quantitative analysis of degrees of causal directness is required to 
interpret the significance of copying as a function of directness, as Hull tried to 
do in his earlier analysis. Indeed, in order to assess the relative degree of 
directness of replication of any two entities, many facts about mechanism must 
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be considered. Depending on how such facts are described, it may not even turn 
out that DNA is replicated relatively more directly than organisms are 
reproduced, despite Hull’s and Dawkins’s strong intuitions that this must be the 
case. The problem of description in the case of DNA is that the structure of a 
DNA strand is not copied by the process of strand synthesis from the template. 
The new DNA strand is highly similar in sequence to the strand complementary 
to the template, not to the strand which serves as the template. Indeed, a strand 
and its complement never have a single nucleotide in common at any given 
location (except in special cases such as palindromes and highly repetitive 
sequences). Because the causal interactions which produce the new strand are 
not interactions with the complementing strand it comes to resemble, these 
interactions do not constitute copying. If we count as the copying process the 
entire complex sequence of events, black-boxed by Dawkins, involving dozens 
of enzymes, magnesium ions, free nucleotide-triphosphates, and so forth leading 
from one strand to a complement-of-a-complement strand having the same 
nucleotide sequence, then there will be problems interpreting this causal process 
as measurably more direct than, and hence as distinguishable from, the 
allegedly indirect way in which interactors (such as organisms, on Dawkins’s 
analysis) might be taken to cause their own replication. 

An objection might be raised in light of the fact that DNA replication is only 
contingently semi-conservative. Since it might have been fully conservative – 
yielding the parent double helix and an offspring double helix rather than two 
hybrids with one parent – and one offspring-strand each, my objection is to a 
mere contingent fact about mechanism which is nicely avoided by the Dawkins-
Hull abstraction to pure function. There would nevertheless be a flow of 
information from parent double helix to offspring double helix. Therefore, the 
semi-conservative nature of actual DNA replication, with its material overlap, is 
irrelevant. Worse still, it can be claimed that processes we commonly call 
copying processes do indeed involve material overlap, such as in letterpress 
printing or mimeographing, where ink is laid on an original and then a sheet of 
paper is pressed against the original and ink is physically transferred from 
original to copy. Insofar as the ink counts as first a part of the original and then 
a part of the copy, such processes satisfy material overlap.30 

I have three points to make in reply to these objections. First, semi-
conservative DNA replication is not the only problem of material overlap to 
arise for the copying view; another concerns the more fundamental functionalist 
move in interpreting the evolutionary gene as information. I argue that there 
must still be material overlap for evolutionary genes to exist, but (below the 
level of organisms) the material overlap must be in the chemical machinery of 

!!!!!!! 
30 These objections have been raised by Paul Teller and Eörs Szathmáry independently and I thank 
them for prodding me into addressing them. 
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replication which makes it the case that the DNA (or RNA) molecules 
transferred from parent to offspring count as bearing information. The chemical 
machine must move from one cell to another in order for genetic material to 
count as information-bearing. This involves the direct cytoplasmic transfer in 
cell division of the enzymes of translation – aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases – 
which make it the case that a sequence of nucleic acids in mRNA count as 
coded information at all. A simple thought experiment shows this. If an accident 
of metabolism were to result in all the molecules of tryptophan-aminoacyl-
tRNA synthetase ending up in only one of two daughter cells, then the other cell 
could not survive. I think it is plausible to say that the reason is that in such a 
cellular context, the genetic material is meaningless: that cell would not have a 
rich enough genetic code for the DNA to carry information. This material 
overlap is not eliminable even in principle because without it the whole system 
cannot be construed as informational. Without the translation machinery or with 
a changed machine there is either no genetic code at all or there is a different 
one. In biology, the code must reside in the cell, not in a table in a molecular 
engineer’s handbook. This form of material overlap is not required for the flow 
of information in cell fusions, e.g., from sperm nucleus to pre-existing egg cell, 
but it is required in all cell fissions, including the flow from primordial germ 
cell to mature egg cell. 

In biology – in contrast to the formal engineering theory of information – 
there is only a pre-existing sender, but not a pre-existing receiver or 
communication channel, nor a pre-arranged “agreement” on a set of symbols 
that serve as a fixed alphabet. Information does not “reside” in a given 
“informational macro-molecule” but rather in the relation between such 
molecules and the molecular contexts which determine an alphabet and 
channel.31 In reproduction (whether of DNA molecules or of organisms), the 
mechanism that determines the informational context must be transferred along 
with the information “bearers” or signals. For information to flow, in cases like 
these where the material circumstances of communication do not pre-exist, 
matter must also flow. The analogy to engineer’s information misleads because 
the engineer sets up the matter – transmitter, receiver, and channel – before any 
information flows. 

The second point of reply concerns the possible worlds in which DNA 
replication is fully conservative. There are two ways to imagine such a world 
that have different implications. One way is to imagine that the new DNA 
strands are synthesized in the usual semi-conservative way but that, for 
unknown reasons, there exist enzymes which come along, unzip the hybrid 
daughter double helices, and reanneal the two newly synthesized strands and the 
two old parental ones. It is hard to imagine how the extra apparatus could be 
favored in evolution, but if such a system existed, it would still support my 
!!!!!!! 
31 See Cherry (1966) for a description of the formal requirements of information theory. 
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claims that DNA replication is anything but direct and that material overlap of 
the apparatus would still be required. There would also still exist an 
intermediate stage with hybrid molecules and these would exhibit material 
overlap with both the parental molecule and the offspring molecule, so the 
detour doesn’t present a counterexample. 

An example of the other way to imagine fully conservative replication would 
be to imagine a world in which each of the nucleotides stereochemically 
hydrogen bonded with its own kind rather than with a complementing 
nucleotide, as in the actual system where A usually bonds to T (or U) and G 
usually bonds to C. I can imagine such a counterfactual being true, but I cannot 
imagine all the implications if it for the rest of biology. For example, even short 
repetitive sequences would fold upon themselves. It is not clear that in such a 
world the sort of catalytic activity would occur that is now thought crucial to the 
evolution of genetic systems in the primitive RNA world. I do not know how to 
determine whether there could even exist cells and organisms of the sorts with 
which we are familiar in such a world, even if no laws of chemistry were 
changed. Therefore, it is idle to raise this fantasy world in objection to my point. 

The issue raised in the objection appears serious but misses the point of my 
argument. I agree that semi-conservative replication of DNA is contingent and 
that it would therefore seem to be a fact about the material mechanism from 
which Hull should abstract, given his program. My point, however, is that Hull 
requires an analysis of the concept of directness and Dawkins requires an 
analysis of the concept of copying in order to use them in their explications of 
replication. In such an analysis, they must either appeal to accidental features of 
DNA replication, to essential features of DNA replication, or to features of 
replication that DNA violates. If the third is Hull’s route, then the actual world 
falsifies his general analysis. If he appeals to what DNA actually does, then 
consideration of the facts of semi-conservative replication fail to support the 
concept of directness or justify use of the concept of copying. If he appeals to 
some “essence” of DNA replication, then it must involve some other properties 
of DNA replication than semi-conservation. What are these features? In his 
earlier writings, Hull does not tell us. In his later writings, Hull drops the 
requirement of directness in favor of the requirement that replicators must “pass 
on information largely intact via their structure.” (Hull 1991, p. 42). But no 
analysis of information is given. If we rely on the common wisdom about 
genetic information, which is an amalgam of folk linguistics and the engineering 
theory of communication, we arrive at new problems about the actual nucleic 
acid replication mechanisms, problems as that of saying where genetic 
information “resides,” which the generic term “copying” was originally 
supposed to avoid. Thus, the point is not whether Hull (and Dawkins) have the 
facts of molecular biology right, but rather whether their generalization strategy 
has succeeded in avoiding reference to any such facts. If the above arguments 
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are sound, it certainly seems that they depend on such facts to explicate their 
core notions. 

The third point in reply regards the claim that processes commonly called 
copying processes can involve material overlap. I doubt that when sufficient 
attention is paid to the physical processes involved, any alleged copying process 
will be a counterexample. But if there is such, I contend it will be a freakish 
example and not at all common. If such were the case, I would, like Hull, 
conclude that some cases of common usage must fall by the wayside if 
theoretical progress is to be made. At best, such odd cases would lead to a draw: 
their anomaly would incline one to decide the matter by imposing a convention 
or not to decide it at all. One shouldn’t be distracted by the fact that a particular 
object is called a copy: the problem here is not with the copy relation but with 
copying as a process. The analogies of relation distract us from the disanalogies 
of process. That every copy of a newspaper, for example, carries the same 
information traces to a common material cause: they type in the press that is 
repeatedly inked and pressed onto paper. Is it really worthwhile, unless we do it 
merely in order to prop up the analogy, to say that the ink is part of the original 
so as to allow it as a case of material transfer? Moreover, the common cause 
structure relating newspapers as copies to an original press plate is different than 
that of a lineage caused by descent. Using the word “copy” to refer merely to 
the resemblance among things is no improvement in understanding, as Hull 
argued. We needn’t retain every common usage if it obscures analysis. In this 
case, it seems clearer to say that the ink isn’t really part of the original, but 
rather is a numerically distinct object which is induced to take on the pattern of 
the original via the impression of the type. Similarly, free nucleotides are added 
to the replication reaction to make a new DNA strand, but they are linked one to 
another to make a strand, whereas the blobs of ink are linked only to the 
receiving paper, not to one another. Thus letterpress or mimeograph appears to 
satisfy the condition of material overlap only if we accept the convention that 
the ink is part of the original rather than a third thing mediating between the 
original and the blank paper. 

To continue the main argument: that there are more chemical events 
involved in the “copying” of an organism than of a gene, and that organismal 
reproduction may always require gene replication, do not suffice to show that 
organismal reproduction is less direct than gene replication. Since gene 
replication and organismal reproduction are arranged hierarchically, these 
processes can occur in parallel and the degree of directness measured at one 
level may not have to count all the steps at the other level.32 To quantify 

!!!!!!! 
32 I will discuss below the point that Weismannism seems to entail that higher-level reproduction is 
necessarily less direct than lower-level replication because all the steps of the latter are included 
within the steps of the former. My main point will be that this is true of Weismannism because that 
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directness, one would have to have a quantitative theory of mediated causation 
capable of distinguishing these cases. 

Dawkins’s copying criterion and Hull’s directness criterion turn out to be 
odd bedfellows. Hull rejects the directness criterion in his later analysis 
apparently because of its dependency on mechanism. But to replace it with 
copying is just to ignore the features of mechanism which were so helpful, albeit 
illicit given the rhetoric of ontological simplification, in understanding the basic 
concepts of replicator and replication. The reference to information in the later 
analysis either reintroduces the original problem Hull found in Dawkins (de-
emphasis of genealogical aspects and over-emphasis of similarity relations) or it 
just replaces reference to one aspect of the DNA mechanism with reference to 
another. 

Hull is wary of the problems with treating genes as abstract information 
rather than as material bodies and with analyzing replication as copying. 
Directness is supposed to remedy a defect in the copying analysis of replication. 
That analysis, if it works at all for DNA, suggests that replication is anything 
but direct. Unfortunately, directness also fails as an analysis of replication 
unless some sense can be made out of what is known to happen to individual 
strands in the transmission of information, and copying is the only other 
candidate on the table for that job. (One senses a whiff of false dichotomy.) 
Thus it seems that while Hull intended directness to replace copying in the 
generalization, we need the latter to explicate the former. 

Dawkins’s treatment of replicators is exceedingly subtle in its use of the 
passive voice, as noted above, which may have been designed to skirt the issue 
of biological agency and the “homuncular” ring of his earlier statement of the 
gene’s eye view: replicators are things of which copies are made. Unfortunately, 
this formulation masks the difficult problems of understanding what sort of a 
process copying is: problems about whether replicators make copies of 
themselves – which they must if we are to be able to speak of a direct causal 
relation – and even problems about whether copying is a material process at all 
or just a relation that holds among abstractions because certain processes (like 
reproduction) do operate. 

In contrast to the Dawkins-Hull account of replication, my view is that 
whether or not “the” parental nucleotide sequence is instantiated in offspring is 
irrelevant to an analysis of reproduction. Hence, I will claim, it is irrelevant to 
the analysis of evolution as a process, however much this instantiation in 
offspring bears on evolutionary outcomes by determining the degree to which 
descent with modification causes resemblance among members of a lineage. In 
a word: one cannot produce process out of function alone. If the mechanism of 

                                                                                                                                   
doctrine idealizes the organism in such a way that genes and organisms exist sequentially in time as 
well as compositionally in structure. 
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DNA replication were indeed essential to reproduction in general, then 
Dawkins’s copying process might support a suitably general analysis of 
evolutionary benefit. But since this mechanism is contingent, the criteria 
Dawkins attributes to replicators such that they are the sole beneficiaries of 
evolution fail. It is not necessary that reproducers be replicators in Dawkins’s 
sense. Reproduction could occur by some other mechanism and the reproductive 
entities would nevertheless be beneficiaries in the relevant evolutionary sense. 

The problem with the Dawkins-Hull analysis is that it claims to abstract 
from mechanism but fails to do so completely. The remedy is not to be even 
more vigilant in the formulation of the abstraction, but to find those aspects of 
mechanism which are common and relevant to functional entities as 
evolutionary units regardless of level of organization. Material overlap is such a 
property of biological systems, whether it is necessarily or only contingently 
universal. It would be tidy if, as Hull hopes, a purely functional theory could be 
produced because then it would be a simple matter to extend the theory to 
include cultural and conceptual systems. So much the worse for tidy system-
building. 

The descent relation implicit in Dawkins’s notion of copying is incorporated 
into Hull’s description. On Hull’s version, replication is treated as the paradigm 
case of a causal process of reproduction which operates at the level of DNA. But 
the particular mechanisms by which reproduction in any species occurs are 
themselves products of evolution, so an analysis of the replication process that 
relies on features of biologically contingent mechanisms cannot provide 
necessary conditions for the process as such. Biologists now argue, for example, 
that RNA was probably the original hereditary material rather than DNA 
because of the self-catalytic and synthetic capabilities of some RNAs.33 So, 
unless DNA replication is necessary for evolution to occur, a theory of 
evolution based on specific properties of the DNA mechanism isn’t guaranteed 
to be general. But if evolution depends necessarily on DNA, the DNA 
mechanism itself could not have evolved, even if it “came from” an RNA-based 
system. It is conceivable that an RNA-based rather than a DNA-based genetic 
system could have become entrenched in the history of life on earth. The near 
universality of the DNA mechanism may make replication a convenient 
metaphor for the evolutionarily significant process of reproduction, but because 
of its evolved character, it is a potentially misleading metaphor.34 

!!!!!!! 
33 See Watson et al. (1987) and Alberts et al. (1989) for reviews. 
34 This point is analogous to Beatty’s (1982) argument that Mendel’s laws are not reducible to 
molecular genetics because what explains Mendel’s laws is the cellular process of normal meiosis, 
which is itself under genetic control. The explanation of that control will be evolutionary, and 
evolutionary explanations are not part of molecular genetics. Likewise, replication is a mechanism 
that serves the process of reproduction which in turn makes biological evolution possible. This 
mechanism has evolved, as can be gleaned from arguments to the effect that the first replicators 
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The analysis of evolutionary theory in terms of replication subtracts the 
materiality of the connection between generations by treating that connection as  
essentially informational; even if some material connection or other also occurs, 
no particular type of material considerations seem relevant once the abstraction 
to replicators has been made. But how are we to understand the nature of this 
information? I suggested above that hereditary information in biological 
systems resides in the relation between the materials with “information bearing” 
structure (such as nucleic acids) and the material context which makes these 
structures count as information-bearing. If this reference to mechanism is not 
required to specify what is to count as hereditary information, then it is 
incumbent on Hull to show why not and to show further that the explication of 
hereditary information can be done in purely functional terms. 

An alternative view that preserves the essentially material quality of the 
evolutionary process might focus on what distinguishes the replication and 
transmission of information from reproduction. A generalization strategy that 
takes matter or stuff (as well as structure and function) into account through a 
general theory of reproduction rather than a generalization of DNA replication 
may do this. Such a strategy would be preferable if, as I believe, persistence of 
parts is a universal property of all (biological) reproduction processes but not of 
all replication processes, as explicated in terms of copying or directness of 
transmission of structure. 

By way of summary of this section, I will discuss the difficulties sketched 
above in terms of broader aspects of the generalization strategy that Hull and 
Dawkins pursue. The lesson to be learned is that no piecemeal modification of 
the criteria for replicators and interactors will resolve these difficulties. Hull’s 
and Dawkins’s criteria, although offered as alternatives, are fundamentally 
locked together. My aim is not to undercut the novelty or importance of their 
analysis. Rather, I aim to explore problems with the use of the Dawkins-Hull 
ontology for evolutionary theory generalization due to the unexamined role of 
the background theories that supply the properties of biological materials and 
mechanisms. Once the background theories that supply such ontological 
resources are acknowledged, however, there is no longer any principled reason 
for keeping them out of the foreground theory. This problem is generic to all 
versions of the strategy because it underlies the whole notion of generalizing 
theories by abstraction. 

The problems start with Dawkins’s and Hull’s analysis of the particular 
properties of nucleic acid replication mechanisms. A different understanding of 
these properties might lead to a strategy of generalization that does not begin 

                                                                                                                                   
were catalytic RNAs. But the mechanisms that serve reproduction might have been otherwise, and 
at other levels of organization they probably are otherwise, so replication cannot be an adequate 
basis for analyzing reproduction (and hence evolution). 
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with abstraction to pure function, devoid of reference to mechanism. The 
Dawkins-Hull strategy for generalization, based on abstraction of kinds of 
explanatory factors from genic and organismal matter, does not go far enough 
toward a full process ontology for evolutionary theory. The concepts central to 
Dawkins’s and Hull’s versions of the strategy, copying and directness 
respectively, are inadequate for their purposes because they do not provide the 
conceptual tools for a purely functionalist analysis. Instead, they tacitly draw on 
background theory which includes consideration of matter and mechanism. 

Copying and directness fail to capture important aspects of actual 
replication, and the retreat to “transmission of structure largely intact” just raises 
questions about these aspects anew. But my conclusion is stronger: even if they 
succeeded in expressing all pertinent facts about DNA replication their success, 
by making explicit the dependency of their generalization on level-specific 
mechanisms, would merely show that DNA replication is an insufficient basis 
from which to build a general evolutionary theory according to their 
requirement of pure functionalism. 

The point, vis-à-vis Dawkins, is this: if genes are defined abstractly, in terms 
of heritable information, instead of more concretely, in terms of the particular 
embodiments or “avatars” of information, then it no longer follows from the 
definition itself that there is a hierarchical arrangements into levels. But the 
hierarchical arrangement figured centrally in Dawkins’s argument that the gene 
is the sole unit of selection. In so far as hierarchy is used in inferences drawn by 
Dawkins, the concept of hierarchy must somehow be reintroduced into the 
theory. That is, his success would have the unintended consequence of revealing 
how the “generalization” from gene to replicator is contaminated by level-
specific mechanisms in which the hierarchical arrangement of DNA inside cells 
of organisms is extrapolated to the general concept of replicator. Dawkins 
reintroduces the concept of hierarchy by explicitly invoking Weismannism, 
which is merely to replace on background assumption with another. 

The point vis-à-vis Hull is that the relative directness that differentiates 
replicators from interactors depends on contingent facts about mechanisms. If 
any entity at any level of the traditional hierarchy could be either a replicator or 
an interactor, then there is no necessity that DNA replicate more directly than 
organisms. There would also be no necessity that organisms interact more 
directly with their environments than genes do. If genes can be interactors and 
organisms can be replicators, then any claim about the relative directness or 
indirectness of the replication and interaction of typical genes and organisms is 
as much an empirical assumption as is the focal level of selection. Hull 
preserves a notion of hierarchy by a tacit assumption of Weismannism that 
guides him to conclusions about the structure of transmission of hereditary 
information and to the conclusion that pieces of genetic material are more likely 
to function as replicators than organisms. 
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More broadly still, the Dawkins-Hull strategy takes replication to be one of 
the two component processes of evolution and relies on properties of replication 
rather than properties of reproduction, the process which underlies all 
biological descent relations. Replication and reproduction are easily confounded 
and must be distinguished if a full account of evolutionary process is to succeed. 
In my view, replication turns out to be merely one contingent, albeit 
widespread, family of mechanisms for reproduction. Whatever else biological 
reproduction is, it is a process that requires material overlap between sequential 
elements of the lineages it creates. 

The underlying difficulty in achieving a pure function abstraction is most 
easily seen by examination of Dawkins’s and Hull’s (various) definitions of 
replicator. Dawkins defines replicators in terms of the notion of copy. But 
“copy” and “copying” are explicated only in terms of analogies to photocopying 
machines along with the assertion that DNA is a paradigm replicator. For 
Dawkins’s generalization strategy to work, the analogies must be precise and 
robust. Hull defines replicators in terms of the process of replication. While this 
has the virtue of appearing to avoid essential reference to the traditional 
biological hierarchy, it fails to secure generality for the resulting theory unless 
replication can be antecedently understood. But what is replication? Hull 
doesn’t define it in any of the published essays discussed thus far. If we simply 
appeal to the properties of DNA replication, it will remain unclear whether the 
identified features are essential properties of the process or only properties of 
the mechanism by which DNA happens to do it (or worse, perhaps only 
properties of the molecular level at which DNA resides, making the new 
ontology derivative on the old one). In a 1991 manuscript, Hull does define 
replication, but alas in terms of copying: 

In replication, certain entities replicate, transmitting the information embodied in 
their structure largely intact from one generation to the next. The operative terms are 
“transmission” and “generation.” Replication is a copying process. The information 
incorporated in the structure of one physical vehicle is passed on to another (Hull 
1991, pp. 23-24). 

But if accepted, this refinement would merely move the problem all the way 
back to Dawkins’s original discussion of replication in terms of copying. It 
raises anew the problems of understanding the concepts of information and 
descent in such a way that the transmission of this information involves descent. 
If it is a copying process, DNA replication isn’t just any copying process. Since 
an adequate description of the process of DNA replication depends crucially on 
reference to properties and relations specified by background theories (primarily 
in molecular biology), these theories may fail to specify the sort of evolutio-
narily relevant functional roles required by the Dawkins-Hull strategy. Thus, 
Dawkins and Hull must either produce the insights which will allow them to 
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truly purge their abstraction to function of all traces of reference to matter and 
mechanism, or they must find a way to accommodate the facts about mechanism 
that still permits generalization. As I will stress below, standard characteriza-
tions of genes in terms of their information content risk inadequacy by ignoring 
features of development important to evolution, but this does not mean that 
there is no route to a general theory of evolution open to the materialist. 

To what seemingly more general properties of replication might one appeal 
that do not depend on mechanisms of DNA replication? As I have argued, 
mining Dawkins’s analysis of copying as a source would merely throw the 
problem back to the worry about the weakness of his analogies. The other 
source of properties I favor is conceptual analysis of the process of 
reproduction. But I haven’t given such an analysis, and it is an interesting fact 
that while biologists have devoted much effort to the description and 
evolutionary analysis of mechanisms of reproduction, they have not paid much 
attention to the concept of reproduction itself.35 One way to begin to understand 
what is needed is to examine the source of the analysis of replication in the 
Dawkins-Hull program evident in their writings: Weismannism. 

6. Weismannism as a Basis for Generalization-by-Abstraction 

The Dawkins-Hull abstraction strategy articulates evolutionary roles in terms of 
causal relations specified by Weismannism in order to abstract evolutionary 
functional roles from organismal and genetic material, i.e., to subtract the 
mechanism-dependent properties of this specific material. But the version used, 
molecular Weismannism, contaminates the abstract causal structure with level-
specific mechanisms of the matter in which they operate. Weismannism 
misconstrues the role of development in specifying the causal structure 
Weismann envisioned. 

The fundamental shift away from the Lewontin strategy is to characterize the 
entities that function in the evolutionary process directly, without consideration 
of traditional hierarchical levels of organization. In order to focus on process, 
Hull and Dawkins rely on a background theory of causal relations between 
genic and organismic material that explains their capacity to function in the 
evolutionary roles of replicators and interactors. Once the evolutionary roles of 
genes and organisms are analyzed in terms of the implied causal structure, they 
can be abstracted from the specific material and the concrete mechanisms 
through which genes and organisms exercise their capacities. By quantifying 
!!!!!!! 
35 Since I do not intend to present an analysis of reproduction here, my sweeping statements are 
intended only as a sketch of the difficulty. For an interesting attempt to analyze the concept of 
reproduction, see Bell (1982). For theoretical work that shows how important it is to develop an 
analysis, see Harper (1977), Jackson et al. (1985), and Buss (1987). 
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over these abstract entities specified in terms of developmental and hereditary 
causal structure and evolutionary function, evolutionary theory is made general 
and devoid of reference to the traditional biological hierarchy. 

The critical background theory which supplies the relevant causal relations 
is generally known as Weismannism.36 In fact, there are at least three 
significantly different versions of this theory: Weismann’s own (mature) theory; 
a contemporary variant due to Weismann in an earlier period also held by Jäger, 
Nussbaum, and Wilson; and a modern molecular version attributable to Crick 
and Maynard Smith.37 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Weismannism as represented by E. B. Wilson, reproduced from Wilson (1896),  

p. 13, fig. 5. 

The standard interpretation of Weismann’s theory is not Weismann’s own, 
but rather the version presented by E.B. Wilson in a famous diagram in his 1896 
textbook, The Cell in Development and Inheritance (see figure 1). Wilson was 
apparently aware that his version expressed only some aspects of Weismann’s 
theory. But Wilson’s purpose was more limited than Weismann’s: to assert the 
non-inheritance of acquired characteristics as a consequence of the continuity of 
the germ-cells and discontinuity of the soma. Weismann’s mature view is subtly 
different: he asserted the continuity of the germ-plasm and discontinuity of the 
soma. Wilson’s diagram characterizes three central points about the causal 
structure of development and heredity that are mapped into Dawkins’s abstract 

!!!!!!! 
36 Weismann (1892), Wilson (1896). See Churchill (1968, 1985, 1987), Maienschein (1987), Mayr 
(1982, 1985), and Griesemer and Wimsatt (1989) for historical details. 
37 See Griesemer and Wimsatt (1989). On Weismann’s change of views from a germ-cell to a germ-
plasm theory in the 1880s, see Churchill’s excellent (1987) article. 
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treatment of replicators. First, the germinal material is potentially immortal 
since it may be passed from generation to generation (succession of arrows 
along the bottom of figure 1). Second, the somatic material, which represents 
the body, is shown to be transitory through the lack of arrows extending directly 
from generation to generation. Third, the germinal material is also causally 
responsible for the production of the soma (arrows from G to S in each 
generation), but not conversely (no arrows from S to G). 

 

 
Fig. 2.  The central dogma of molecular genetics, reproduced from Crick (1970), p. 561, fig. 2. 

Arrows represent transfers of information. Solid arrows indicate “probable” transfers and 
broken arrows indicate “possible” transfers. Crick’s diagram indicated how he thought 
things stood in 1958. 

The molecular version of Weismannism is expressed in Crick’s central 
dogma of molecular genetics.38 It asserts an asymmetrical causal relation 
between nucleic acids and protein that is isomorphic to the Wilson diagram of 
Weismannism and supplies a rough molecular interpretation of Weismannism. 
DNA codes for DNA and DNA also codes for protein, but protein does not code 
for DNA (see figure 2). Maynard Smith drew explicit attention to the 
isomorphism in a diagram comparing a simplified version of Wilson’s diagram 
of Weismannism with a simplified version of Crick’s diagram of the central 
dogma (see figure 3) (Maynard Smith 1975, p. 67, fig. 8). The relative 
directness of DNA replication as compared to replication of the proteins (in an 
offspring) is evident in the causal asymmetry of the diagrams. The indirectness 
!!!!!!! 
38 Crick (1958, p. 153) expressed the dogma in words:  

The Central Dogma This states that once ‘information’ has passed into protein it cannot get out 
again. In more detail, the transfer of information from nucleic acid to nucleic acid, or from 
nucleic acid to protein may be possible, but transfer from protein to protein, or from protein to 
nucleic acid is impossible. Information means here the precise determination of sequence, 
either of bases in the nucleic acid or of amino acid residues in the protein.  

Crick (1970) expressed the dogma in a diagram (see fig. 2) which reinforced the original 
interpretation in light of the recent discovery of reverse transcriptase. For reviews, see Watson et al. 
(1987) and Alberts et al. (1989). 
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of somatic replication is manifest in the fact that all of development is involved 
in making a new organism: complex developmental pathways are involved in 
the organization of a soma from the protein (and other molecular) constituents 
of a zygote. But this complexity is represented in the diagrams simply as the 
lack of a causal arrow from soma to soma. What was supposed to be a 
quantitative, degree property – relative directness – is mysteriously represented 
by a qualitative difference: whether there is or is not a causal path shown in the 
diagram. It is crucial to note that tracing the pathway from soma to soma 
involves running backward along some causal arrows in the sequence. 

 
 

 
Fig. 3.  Comparison of a simplified representation of the central dogma of molecular genetics with 

a simplified representation of Weismannism, from Maynard Smith (1975), p. 67, fig. 8. 
Reproduced by permission of Penguin Books Ltd. 

Weismann’s own version and diagrams tell a different story.39 Weismann 
clearly held that the germ-plasm, i.e., the molecular protoplasm of the nucleus, 
was continuous despite the discontinuity of the germ-cells. Weismann’s famous 
figure 16 (see figure 4) illustrates this well: germ-cells are products of somatic 
differentiation that appear at some number of cell divisions characteristic for 
each species after a zygote begins to divide. In the example illustrated in figure 
4, germ-cells (UrKeimzellen) make their first appearance in the embryo in cell 
generation nine. Nevertheless, Weismann theorized, the germ-plasm inside these 
somatic cells remained intact and continuous from cell-generation to cell-
generation (except for the part Weismann called accessory idioplasm, which 

!!!!!!! 
39 Weismann (1892); cf. Griesemer and Wimsatt (1989). Churchill, (1987, p. 346) argues that 
Weismann held the germ-cell theory in his 1883 essay “On Heredity” (collected in Weismann 
(1889)), a view he rejected in the 1892 book. 
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was responsible for the somatic differentiation of cells carrying the germ-plasm 
of the future germ-cells). Weismann vigorously objected to the Jäger-Nussbaum 
theory of germ-cell continuity as a violation of his mature views on how cell 
differentiation occurred in a wide variety of organisms, a distinction Wilson 
failed to include in his various representations of Weismannism. 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Weismann’s own representation of his theory of the continuity of the germ-plasm and 

discontinuity of the soma, showing 12 cell generations in the development of Rhabditis 
nigrovenosa with time extending from the bottom to the top of the diagram. Germ-cells 
(UrKeimzellen) appear in the cell generation marked “9.” Braces indicate different germ 
layers so as to correspond with preceding diagrams in the text (endoderm, “Ent”; 
mesoderm, “Mes”; ectoderm, “Ekt”). Reproduced from Weismann (1893), p. 196, fig. 16. 

One plausible reason that Weismann’s views are not typically discussed in 
their entirety in the twentieth-century literature is that this complementing 
mosaic theory of development was discredited. This theory explained differen-
tiation of the soma as the result of the qualitative division of germ-plasm in the 
somatic cells, such that terminally differentiated cells exhibited only a single re-
maining “genetic” determinant. While modern biologists accepted Weismann’s 
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argument against the inheritance of acquired characteristics, they rejected part 
of his developmental theory which simultaneously explained facts of heredity 
and development. 

One critical difference between Weismann and his expositors is that 
Weismann would never have drawn a diagram like Wilson’s to summarize his 
views. The Wilson diagram really only illustrates one implication of Weis-
mann’s unified heredity-development theory for genetics: that characteristics 
acquired by the soma are not inherited because there is no developmental 
pathway by which they could influence the germ-plasm. While Weismann’s 
modern expositors reject the mosaic theory of differentiation, it is wrong to 
conclude that only the non-inheritance of acquired characteristics follows from 
Weismann’s theory of the continuity of the germ-plasm. Most modern 
evolutionists write as though molecular Weismannism (or Wilson’s non-
molecular version) expresses the whole of Weismann’s doctrine. 

It is important to attend to these historical details because the version of 
Weismannism chosen as a background theory is crucial for understanding the 
uses and applicability of a generalized evolutionary theory.40 Weismannism 
entails the causal asymmetry that guides the replicator-interactor distinction. But 
Weismann’s own view includes a more complex story of development, one 
which leaves room for a less asymmetrical picture of the causal relations 
between germ-plasm and soma: a picture in which somatic differentiation 
causes the continuity of the germ-plasm, thus making heredity a phenomenon of 
development and requiring that a causal arrow extend from soma to soma in 
order to explain facts of heredity. The molecular version of Weismannism is the 
most rigid of all: its idealization of the soma, as if it were made of protein, and 
abstraction of the germ-plasm, as if it were merely the information of the DNA 
sequence, leaves no room for development at all.41  
!!!!!!! 
40 The aim here is not to criticize Dawkins or Hull for misreading Weismann, but rather to point out 
the nature and role of the assumptions they make and to suggest that evolutionary theory would be 
better off if Weismann were heeded rather than Weismannism. While Dawkins clearly identifies 
himself as a Weismannian (1982a, p. 164), it is no part of Hull’s project to reconstruct or even be 
faithful to Weismann’s views: historical accuracy does not typically play a role in scientific 
progress. 
41 I am here following Cartwright’s distinction between idealization and abstraction. Simply put, 
idealizations involve the mental “rearrangement” of inconvenient features of an object, such as 
treating a plane as frictionless, before formalizing a description of it. Abstraction involves taking 
certain features or factors “out of context all together.” The latter “is not a matter of changing any 
particular features or properties, but rather of subtracting, not only the concrete circumstances but 
even the material in which the cause is embedded and all that follows from that” (Cartwright 1989, 
§5.2, esp. p. 187). The soma is treated ideally as protein in the following sense. Although organisms 
are not made only of protein, the presence and arrangement of the other constituents is by and large 
caused (and explained) by the metabolic activity of enzymes, which are proteins. Thus it is an 
idealization, though a reasonable one for some purposes, to exclude from consideration the 
complications due to taking other molecular constituents into account. Ignoring the other 
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Molecular Weismannism’s causal story of development goes like this: DNA 
replicates to make more DNA; then in the offspring, the DNA makes protein; 
then a miracle happens and the protein and a lot of other stuff gets arranged in 
cells causing them to differentiate and form complex tissues and organs, 
yielding the soma. I claim that the abstraction strategy for generalizing 
evolutionary theory under discussion here draws primarily on molecular 
Weismannism (and occasionally on the less specific Wilson version). But the 
success of molecular Weismannism as a theory of genes and organisms rests on 
level-specific mechanisms through which DNA sequences code for the 
“information” in protein sequences. If they are level-specific, generalization of 
such mechanisms will not yield a multi-level account of evolution. 
Development can be successfully treated as miraculous in this context because 
the entities are idealized and their relevant properties are taken to be information 
in abstraction. The problem with the abstraction for evolutionary purposes is 
that genes do not specify information in abstraction from their matter any more 
than cassette tapes specify music in abstraction from tape players.42 If different 
types of mechanisms are embodied at other levels due to differences in the 
material entities involved, then the strategy may fail to even recognize 
information when it is present, let alone properly analyze its transmission. If, for 
example, features of the “environment” of biological entities are “transmitted” 
and function as “genetic information,” then a rather different assemblage of 
matter must be followed to analyze evolution. The causal structure of 
Weismannism rules out this possibility a priori. 

Dawkins is much more explicit than Hull about the Weismannian foundation 
of his work, but since the replicator-interactor distinction Hull draws depends on 
the same causal structure as Dawkins’s replicator-vehicle distinction, I think it is 
fair to attribute reliance on Weismannism to both. Dawkins expressed the 
dependency in no uncertain terms: “the theoretical position adopted in this book 
is fairly describable as ‘extreme Weismannism’ . . .” (Dawkins 1982a, p. 164). It 
is interesting to note that Dawkins did not cite Weismann’s work in his book, 
nor does it seem necessary to do so: Weismannism is thoroughly infused in the 
thinking of biologists. To underscore the main issue, my point is not that 
Dawkins or Hull is guilty of misreading Weismann – they are not reading 
Weismann at all – but rather that they should read Weismann because his views 
are closer to an adequate basis for generalization-by-abstraction of evolutionary 
theory than the attenuated twentieth-century versions of Weismannism. 

The first fact of Weismannism represented in the Wilson diagram (see figure 
1) underlies Dawkins’s answer to the question about what adaptations are for 
                                                                                                                                   
constituents is analogous to treating the plane as frictionless. By contrast, treating DNA sequences, 
i.e., genetic information, as germ-plasm involves taking the information content of a molecule out 
of all material context. It is not at all clear that it is reasonable to treat organisms as information. 
42 For criticisms of the concept of genetic information, see Hanna (1985) and Wimsatt (1986). 
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the good of. The causal continuity of the germinal material implies that it is 
potentially immortal, hence at least a candidate to receive the evolutionary 
benefit of an increasingly adapted soma. The second fact underlies Dawkins’s 
view that the body serves merely as a vehicle in which the evolutionarily 
significant entities, the replicators, ride and through which their replication is 
made differential (in virtue of the vehicles’ having different fitness). The 
discontinuity of the soma implies that it cannot be an evolutionary beneficiary 
because it fails to persist. The third fact governs the distinction between active 
and passive replicators and determines which replicators are the ones whose 
perpetuation is differential in virtue of a given interactor’s causal interaction 
with the external environment. Germ-line replicators may be active in virtue of 
their causal role in producing the soma and thus possibly influence the 
probability with which they are copied. Although Wilson’s diagram does not 
directly imply a part-whole relationship between germ-line and soma, this is the 
usual interpretation of the relationship between the germ cells and the soma. 

Hull’s discomfort with Dawkins’s definition of replicators in terms of 
copying can be interpreted in the light of what Weismannism does and does not 
imply. The arrows connecting elements of Wilson’s diagram are all causal, but 
nothing is implied about the degree of similarity required for the relevant causal 
relations to hold. Rather, the degree of similarity will depend on the specific 
mechanisms through which the materials of the germ-plasm and the soma 
exhibit their causal capacities by the effects of their action. Thus, Hull’s focus 
on directness or on intact transmission reflects only the causal structure 
exhibited in Wilson’s diagram of Weismannism. 

The most celebrated consequence of Weismannism, the non-inheritance of 
acquired characteristics, is entailed by the causal asymmetry underlying 
similarities among interactors (somata) and among replicators (germ-cells). The 
resemblance among successive interactors is indirect and a consequence of 
mediation by the germ-line. The resemblance among replicators and their copies 
is direct and due to the direct causal relation between them. For characteristics 
acquired by somatic interactors to be inherited there  would have to be causal 
arrows from the soma back to the germ-line. Thus, bare causal roles interpreted 
in terms of the directness of transmission of structure or of interaction with the 
external environment as specified by Weismannism replace the specific 
similarity requirement in Hull’s original modification of Dawkins’s analysis. 

In Hull’s later treatment, directness is dropped as a characterization of the 
causal quality of the relations in favor of unvarnished reference to causation: 
passing on structure largely intact in the case of replicators and causal 
interaction in the case of interactors. These modifications insure that nothing 
more than is contained in the Weismannian structure is read into the 
evolutionary analysis. Directness thus seems to turn on features of qualitative 
causal structure rather than on any specific mechanisms limited to the materials 
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that happen to be isomorphic to that structure at the canonical levels of genes 
and organisms. 

But why should directness or intactness of structure in transmission be 
essential to replicators? Continuity and cohesiveness, Hull argues, are properties 
of historical individuals.43 Transmission of structure largely intact appears to be 
a sufficient condition for preservation of these properties in the parts of a 
lineage (and possibly of the lineage itself). But these are properties maintained 
by development (or ecology in the case of higher level ecological entities like 
communities) within generations, and hence are contingent and subject to 
evolutionary change. They appear to be necessary properties of replicators only 
because Weismannism dictates that it is through the replicators (genes) that 
structure, and hence continuity and cohesiveness, are perpetuated. A different 
causal structure might not have the same implications; in particular, one in 
which there are causal arrows from soma to soma would not.44 

It is important to recognize that the mere presence of a causal arrow from 
soma to soma does not entail the inheritance of acquired characteristics as many 
authors, including Dawkins and Hull, seem to conclude. Such a causal relation 
is clearly a necessary condition, but much more is required than that. In 
particular, development must be arranged in just the right way for characters 
acquired by the non-germinal elements to be passed on. In many types of 
organism, development involves passage through a single cell “bottleneck” 
between generations in the form of a zygote. Characters acquired by other cells 
that are not passed through the germ-plasm must somehow transmit such 
characters, or information about them, to the germ-cells giving rise to the zygote 
in order to be inherited. Thus it is not presence of a causal arrow from soma to 
soma per se which implies the inheritance of acquired characteristics, but just 
the right sort of causal arrow of development. Articulation of such developmen-
tal causal relations was the centerpiece of Weismann’s research. 

It should also be noted that on Weismann’s view, germ-cells are somatic and 
germ-plasm passes through the soma, so in an important sense all modifications 
are acquired and somatic. Weismann was willing to allow this meaning of 
“acquired” as long as it is clear that modifications not transmitted are 
distinguished from those that are (Weismann 1888). But while it is true that the 
evolutionary fate of modifications is a different question from the largely 
developmental explanation of their origin, it does not follow from this fact that 

!!!!!!! 
43 Consider, e.g., Hull (1975) in light of his subsequent work. 
44 Wimsatt (1981) points out that one must minimally consider the trade-off between rates of 
replication and degree of stability to account for the transmission of structure (and hence the 
heritability of adaptive characters). Since different combinations of replication rates and degrees of 
stability can satisfy the same trade-off, there is no single degree of stability that will satisfy the 
condition Hull argues for. Direct causal arrows from soma to soma might change the trade-off in 
fundamental ways. 
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the causal analysis of the former can be made independently of the latter: 
development figures prominently in how hereditary transmission works. 

To summarize, I claim that Weismannism in general and molecular 
Weismannism in particular endorse a picture of certain biological causal 
relations which serves as a background theory in the generalization-by-
abstraction strategy employed by Dawkins and Hull. This background theory 
facilitates abstraction by representing causal structure without the need for 
explicit reference to concrete material entities: ‘G’ and ‘S’ or ‘DNA’ and ‘P’ 
practically serve as the variables in a theory that quantifies over many potential 
material entity types that may serve evolutionary roles. But molecular 
Weismannism facilitates abstraction in a way that gets facts of development and 
inheritance wrong that are crucial for evolutionary theory. In particular it gets 
facts about the causal relations among somata and between germ-plasm and 
soma wrong. Indeed, it misidentifies them as accidental facts about hereditary 
transmission of information rather than as essential facts about development, 
which in turn explains heredity. Weismann’s view and Weismannism both 
entail the non-inheritance of acquired characteristics, but for different reasons. 
The former entails it because of specific facts about developmental mechanisms 
that happen to hold at the levels of genes and organisms; the latter entails it 
because of its abstraction of causal structure from material genes and organisms. 

7. Conclusion: A Function for Background Theories in Theory Construction 

I have argued that molecular Weismannism functions as a crucial background 
theory for the Dawkins-Hull generalization-by-abstraction strategy applied to 
neo-Darwinian evolutionary theory. The Lewontin strategy, by contrast, relies 
less on an articulated background theory for its generalization than on 
unarticulated assumptions about the biological hierarchy. Some such back-
ground theory or assumption is needed for the project because modern 
evolutionary theory, while rich in its causal account of selection and its tracing 
of the implications of inheritance, is lacking in resources to individuate the 
entities that are its subject. Weismannism, or the part-whole relation implicit in 
standard assumptions about the biological hierarchy, provides just enough 
causal structure to serve the minimal requirements for generalizing evolutionary 
theory. Unfortunately, that structure gives a false or misleading account of 
evolution: it inadequately abstracts from the relevant developmental phenomena 
responsible for the evolutionary properties of biological entities. The remedy for 
this inadequacy will be dealt with elsewhere. Here my aim has been to raise 
some philosophical problems with the extant strategy that is most articulate in 
its metaphysical assumptions. 
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The key to abstraction for the purpose of generalizing evolutionary theory is 
in adopting a background theory that identifies relevant kinds of explanatory 
factors. Weismannism does this by emphasizing the causal asymmetry between 
two sorts of biological entities, abstracting from the materials in which this 
asymmetry is paradigmatically instantiated. Even the part-whole relation 
between genes and organisms, so central to Dawkins’s metaphor of replicators 
and vehicles, is expunged from molecular Weismannism. Nevertheless, use of 
the metaphor in theory generalization requires that the mechanisms which 
sustain the part-whole relation between genes and organisms hold in general. In 
this way, mechanism-specific features of genes and organisms, which spoil the 
chances for adequate generalization, are tacitly built into diagrammatic 
representations of Weismannism or its theorem about the non-inheritance of 
acquired characteristics. 

Mechanism-specific features are needed by the strategies discussed here 
because an adequate generalization of evolutionary theory must somehow take 
development into account. The part-whole relation between genes and 
organisms is tacitly used in place of a theory of development because it entails 
some of the same facts. The absurd view that organisms can be reduced to their 
genes is the counterpart to this abstraction strategy. Hull concludes that “this is 
not your ordinary reductionism” because it fails to take all the parts and their 
interrelations into account (Hull, personal communication). Failure to recognize 
this oddity of gene reduction means that attacks on gene reductionism rarely 
address the root problem with the underlying assumptions common to 
reductionism and the abstraction strategy. 

By identifying kinds of explanatory factors and abstracting from some, 
molecular Weismannism makes generalization tractable. Biological entities at 
each level are quite heterogeneous, even in such critical functions as 
reproduction, as the mountain of empirical literature on the relatively small 
proportion of described taxa already attests. Studying organisms and species in 
their particularity is essential to understanding, and saying, what happens. 
Biological theorizing about such heterogeneity is, however, utterly unfamiliar to 
classical philosophy of science. For a biological theory to be general, it must 
range over the diversity we know about and the diversity we don’t know about. 
Abstraction from matter seems crucial in a world of prions (proteinaceous 
infectious particles), viruses, bacteria, cellular slime molds, plants, and animals. 
What matters from an evolutionary point of view is whether an entity has the 
capacity to function in the evolutionary process, not what it is made of. But 
asserting such capacities is quite different than claiming that evolutionary theory 
can be made general by abstraction from matter or substance. Some properties 
of matter qua matter are essential to evolution as a process and if these are 
abstracted away, the resulting generalization will be vacuous. 
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The history of twentieth-century biology has conspired to obscure crucial 
elements of the strategy for making evolutionary theory general. As biology 
diversified as a science and its subdisciplines professionalized, interrelation-
ships among phenomena studied by emerging subdisciplines were forgotten and 
phenomena distinctly in the domain of each separate specialty emphasized. 
Problems of heredity became divided into problems of genetics and problems of 
development. Problems of natural history became divided into problems of 
ecology, systematics, biogeography and paleontology. But the evolutionary 
process requires an integrated understanding of these problems: solutions to all 
of them depend on the fact that the properties of entities described in these 
specialties are products of evolution and on the fact that a general evolutionary 
theory must somehow take them all into account. 

This contextualization of the part of evolutionary theorizing that has to do 
with generalization suggests a way to broaden the view of abstraction as a 
scientific process. Generalization-by-abstraction involves quantifying over 
abstract entities. The abstract entities are constructed by a process that is well-
described in terms of the Cartwright-Mendell partial ordering criterion of 
abstract objects, with the proviso that abstraction is relative to an empirical 
background theory that specifies explanatory kinds. Cartwright and Mendell 
suggest that one object is more abstract than another if the kinds of explanatory 
factors specified for it are a subset of those specified for the other. This criterion 
assumes an Aristotelian theory of kinds of explanatory factors. One unsatisfying 
feature of their approach, however, is the seeming arbitrariness of the 
explanatory theory assumed. Another theory of explanatory factors may yield a 
different ordering of the abstract under the criterion as described. 

When abstraction is used in science for purposes of theory generalization, 
the field of explanatory kinds is determined by adoption of a scientific 
background theory that operates in the way molecular Weismannism does for 
evolutionary theory. This view makes the ordering of abstract objects 
scientifically non-arbitrary, while leaving room for fundamental differences in 
the form of general theories which depend on background theories that order the 
field of explanatory kinds differently. If it is the case, for example, that there 
really are two units of selection questions, one about the levels of the hierarchy 
at which units “reside” and one about the ontic levels at which the causal 
process of natural selection occurs, this fact entails that the two background 
“theories,” the theory of the biological hierarchy and the theory of molecular 
Weismannism, have different implications. It is thus a matter of some interest 
for the sake of general evolutionary theory to understand what sorts of 
biological phenomena are left out of the picture by these two background 
theories. Getting evolutionary theory straight may thus depend as much on 
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clarifying the implications of non-evolutionary theories as it does on adding 
further epicycles to the units of selection story itself.* 
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